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Hal And Margaret 
Both Marooned Nine Days
Special to The Sidney Review
Indian People Express 
‘Great Concern’ 
Over Proposed Marina
MORE MEN, MORE IIIIPMENT, 
MORE TRAIMNO FOR NORTH NAANICH 
EIRE DEPARTMENT
BY PAT MANNING 
Special to The Sidney Review
THE WEATHER COULDN’T HAVE 
BEEN BETTER for Saanich Peninsula 
Arts and Crafts Club’s watercolour 
workshop held at various spots around 
Saanich Peninsula last week. Twenty
members took part in the workshop 
conducted by Richard Yip of Stockton, 
California. For more photographs see 
page 8
REVIEW PHOTO BY BRUCE OBEE
A couple who once lectured at 
Sanscha Hall have been ship­
wrecked near Cape Horn.
Hal and Margaret Roth aboard 
the 35 foot yacht WHISPER 
encountered strong winds whilst 
they lay at anchor near Diana 
Islet in the Wollaston group 
and subsequently had their vessel 
di’iven ashore. A large hole was 
smashed into the hull forcing the 
Roths to make camp on the land 
using sails for cover.
Another couple with them also 
managed to reach the shore 
safely. None of the four persons 
were injured.
The Roth’s had visited Sidney 
some months previously the year 
before and lay at anchor in Canoe 
Cove for a considerable period of 
time. During their stay in this 
area they gave a movie lecture at 
Sanscha Hall.
The couples were rescued by 
the Chilean navy after the 35-foot 
sloop “Whisper” was dashed 
against the rocky coast of 
southern Chile by gale-force 
winds.
In Santiago, a U.S. Embassy 
spokesman said he had been 
informed that the two couples 
steered the “Whisper” into a 
small harbor to ride out the storm 
and despite weighing two anchors 
the glass fiber craft was dashed 
against the rocks.
The “W'hisper” was taken to 
Puerto Williams, on the island of 
Nayarino, by the Chilean ^nayy.
The spokesman said the craft 
would be shipped to Punta 
Arenas aboard a Chilean navy 
ship where it would be repaired.
It was the second boating mish- 
pa for Roth. In August of 1965;his 
36-fbbt sailboat, the Golden 
Father, burned and sank in 
Hospital Cove at Angel Island. 
Roth was aboard the $20,000 craft 
when the flames broke out but 
escaped by jumping in a dinghy 
and rowing to shore.
The proposed one million dollar 
marina at Saanichton Bay is 
causing “great concern” to the 
Indian people of the Tsawout 
Band, Central Saanich council 
learned Monday evening.
In a letter to council Gus Un­
derwood Jr., business ad­
ministrator for the Tsawout Band 
outlined the problems which the 
band feels they will encounter if 
the marina is built.
They feel it may cause a loss of 
shell fishing due to pollution, loss 
of duck hunting, loss of fish 
spawning due to oil pollution 
going up the creek and the 
devastation of herring row 
spawning on the creeks edge.
They point out there will no 
longer be a safe swimming area 
for children and that continuous 
oil and debris will be washed to' 
the reserve shoreline.
The K.O.A. campground 
management are concerned that 
there may be the possibility of 
flooding meadow land at the 
campgrounds and that safe 
swimming may be endangered at 
the K.O.A. pond due to oil slicks.
Underwood appealed to Central 
Saanich council to look into these 
problems before allowing con­
struction to begin.
Alderman Tom Michell 
suggested members of the band 
be invited to the meeting to be 
held the following evening with 
an environmental group headed 
by Derek Mallard and the marina 
developers.
^Acting Mayor Dave Hill said: 
the; band council were aware of- 
the proposed Tuesday meeting. 
Underwood said in an interview 
following the council meeting he 
would be present as an observer.
Results of that information 
meeting held on Tuesday evening 
were not known at press time.
to“everything will be answerea 
their satisfaction.”
An environmental study was 
commissioned, Wright said, “so 
the proposed marina would be 
able to stand on its own merit.”
Wright said the company 
obtained the services of the most 
knowledgable man in the field - a 
professional person who would 
give a truly independent 
analysis.
Many changes were made in 
the initial plans as a result of the 
impact statement which cost the 
company a lot of money, Wright 
added.
“And we’re satisfied the 
marina is right for the area.”
The marina, which will be built 
in four development stages and 
will probably be completed by 
1977, will have 42,000 lineal feet of 
moorage space. There will only 
be one small adminstration 
building and there will be no 
construction of other buildings or 
boat houses.
Underwood in a telephone 
interview Tuesday said the band 
was quite prepared to look at 
Wright’s environmental study 
and hold discussions both with




COMMim TELEVISION STIilO Dli » PENINSIJLA
Preparations To Commence 'Without Delay' Says Canadian Commission
WILL ELIMINATE DEEP COVE ANTENNA
Studio Would Cost $60,000 And Serve Peninsula
nYRHUCEOBKE 
Special fo The Sidney Review
Saanich Cablevision Ltd, i.s 
"expected” by the Canadian 
Rndlo-Tclovision Commission to 
begin preparations “without 
delay" for the establishment of a 
community television channel on 
Saanich Pehin-sula,
The CRTC announced through 
an advertlBement In The Review 
last month Uiat an application by 
Saanich Cablevision to amend Its 
cable television broadcasting 
licence for the iieninsula has been 
approved.
The amendment calls for the 
following:
-To add the reception and 
distribution of CFMI'FM New 
West Westminster, channel 26(1.
—•To clMUigo the distribution of 
CHAN-TV Vancouver from 
channel 13 to li,
—To eliminate the antenna .site 
at Deep Cove,
The announcement also states: 
“At the hearing bf this op-
Ken Stanlake,,. Saanich 
Cablevision secretary.
plication an Intervention was 
heard concerning the need for a 
locally programmed channel to 
serve the liceasce’s community, 
“As a result of llio licensee’s 
statement.s at the hearing in 
response to llio inlcrventinn, the 
Commission v/ill expect the 
licensee to apply for authority to
operate a locally programmed 
cliannol without delay.”
ONE YEAR
Saanich Cablevision Secretary 
Ken Stanlake told The Review his 
company has about one year “to 
get going" on selecting a suitable 
site and building a television 
studio.
The company’s application to 
the CRTC was for iK'rmlsslon to 
take cablevision out to areas such 
as Curteis Point, Lands F’and 
Indian Reserves which are not 
now serviced.
The request was granted but 
the CRTC also decided if was 
lime the peninsula had its own 
community channel, similar to 
Victoria's Channel 10,
Stanlake said the company is 
KM) per cent in favour of 
providing a community station 
liul believes llie unsorviced areas 
should first be connected, and (he
Saanich Fair 
Pumpkin Contest
Pick up your pumpkin plants on 
Saturday, June 8,
The Saanich Fair Pumpkin 
Contest will be bigger and more 
fun than ever this year.
Not only will there bo prizes for 
(he heaviest and most beautiful 
pumpkins - hut, anyone _who 
believes that ho or she can uake 
the Ix'st pumpkin pie in the world 
will have a ehanee to prove it,
All this will take place during 
the Farm Games on the Sunday 
afternoon of the three-day annual 
event — Labour Day Weekend, 
August 31 through September 2, 
1974.
Plants are to be picked up at 
Valley View Gardens, 7013 East 
Saanich Road, this coming 
Saturday, Juno 8,
Bob Wright, Oak Bay Marina 
president, told The Review in a 
telephone interview Tuesday 
afternoon, he had met with Gus 
Underwood informally on 
Monday and he was arranging a 
meeting between his en­
vironmental consultant Dr, Jack 
Littlcpage and concerned 
members of the band,
Wright .said he feels confident 
the concerns expressed by Un- 
derwoo<l have already been 
taken care of and when the .study 
is made available to the band,
Two Sidney boys, age 13 andT4 
admitted setting fire to North 
Saanich School when they ap 
peared before Judge D.G. Ashby 
in juvenile court Monday.
The $100,000 fire, which was se; 
at approximately 10:30 p.m. last 
Saturday evening^completely 
destroyed the library and audio 
visual centre of the school.
Smoke and water damage 
occurred throughout the building 
but following an intensive clean­
up campaign on the Sunday after 
the fire, the school was fully 
operational Monday morning 
The two boys will be sentenced 
on June 17 after a pre-sentence 
report is submitted by the 
probation officer. '
Will Fight All Airport Structural Fires
MUNICIPALITY WILL REIMBURSE FIREMEN 
FOR TRAINING PROGRAM
By BRUCE OBEE 
Special to The Sidney Review
North Saanich Volunteer Fire 
Department has agreed to fight 
all structural fires at Sidney 
Airport and the municipality’s 
council has bowed to numerous 
demands made by the firemen.
After lengthy discussion 
Monday council agreed to in­
crease the department’s strength 
from 25 to 35 men, purchase new 
equipment including a pumper 
truck, and to reimburse firemen 
for wages lost while taking a five- 
day training course.
Fire Chief Ron Evans also 
asked that the alarm system at 
the airport be changed, one 
Airport Emergency Service staff 
member assume first call 
responsibility when on duty and 
that one A.E.S. person be on call 
in case of an alarm to accept the 
first call from midnight to 6 a.m.
The recomendations were 
made after, meetings with of­
ficers from the Vancouver Fire 
Marshal’s office, mi^try of 
transport and department of 
national defence officials, and 
North Saanich fire committee.
In a letter to the fire marshal, 
dated May 22, Fire Inspector 
Reginald Perkins explained 
E;vans and Sidney Fire t Chief: 
Hugh Loriey ; ref used to , order 
Jtheir; men to fight hi^;;yolatile; 
fires because their departments 
were not equippped to fight such 
..'fires.
.EMERGENCY CALLS' I,';- . 
Evans, however, had agreed to 
allow Ills department to answer 
emergency calls for buildings not 
used to store high volatile fuels, 
the letter said.
“It is to be noted that the 
strength of this department is at 
the minimum... .and of these 25 
men, most have less than 
one year experience,’ ’ the letter 
said, “Equating this on a basis of 
three hours’ practice per week 
for one year, and dividing by a 
recognized two-hour training 
period per day, we find that these
men have less than 78 hours of 
training.
“The delay in answering calls 
(as taken from the department’s 
log) indicates that a time lag of 
between five and 10 minutes is 
occurring before an appliance is 
manned."
“The reluctance on the part of 
the local fire fighters to fight fires 
in buildings that contain high 
volatile liquids would seem to 
stem from a fear of the 
unknown,” the letter said, “Their 
doubts concerning the ef­
fectiveness of conventional fire 
fighting equipment and per­
sonnel, in handling fires in­
volving aviation fuels are largely 
unfounded.
“It must be recognized that no 
community is immune from a
possible aircraft accident.
therefore, a community that has 
bordered on an airport facility' 
without taking due precautions, 
must be deemed to have been 
.Temiss.’’'\v: /■
Council considered another 
letter from the municipality’s 
la wye r Cecil B ra ns on which 
stated North Saanich would hot: 
be responsible h: the department ; 
did hot respond to a call Iwt could 
be held liable if the department
fought a; fireThegligehtly;
ALL CALLS
‘‘We feel that the flire dBparU 
ment should respond to aU ; calls
and if it is hot within their 
capabilities to fight the par-;; 
ticular fire that is then underway 
they should take steps to contain ;; 
the same and to prevent its: 
spreading on to . adjacent 
properties,” Branson said.
“All this stems from our 
complacency in what we were 
doing,” said Fire Committee 
Chairman Aid. Wilf Price. 
“It’s not something that came 
up April 1, It’s always been there, 
we just didn’t realize it,” he said.
Price said a pumper truck, for 




North Saanich council ap­
proved the followixTg grarit.s 
Monday: Red Cross, $111; 
NEED, $300; Goodwill En­
terprises, $613; Grenier Victoria 
Association for tlifi Retarded, 
$75; G.R. Pearkes Clinic, $074; 
Salvation Army, $271: Victoria 
Symphony, $200; Royal Victoria 
Conservatory of Music, $150; 
Canadian Paraplegic Society. 
$100; and miscellaneous, $500,
VAGRANT DOG MOVED TO SOOKE
Continued on Piige 2
Sidney’s egg snndwich-lovlng 
dog, Glug, is alive and well arvl 
living with a poodle and five cats 
in Sooke,
Glug arrived at Pacific 
Commuter depot around the end 
of April and stuck around about 
two weeks living off of manager 
Bol) FIddIck’s egg sandwiches
ic Commuter owner 
Donna McArthur told The
Review Glug dlsnpponrcd so she 
called the municipal dog catcher, 
Glug had been in the pokey 13 
days al$2 a day, There was also a 
$10 pickup charge for the dog 
catcher, she snld,
Fortunately, she was able to 
raise the ball before the dog was 
to Ixi destroyed. ,
He’s now living with her 
pi'irents, Mr. and Mrs, Russ 
MacKay, in Sooke, AUSTRALIAN AHMV CAPTAIN slips over the Side of a Sidney sailboat during war games exercises
last week, To his back are strapped a number of 
Limpet mines, (See story iwge 14).
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Native Indians Upset Over Marina
Continued from page 1
the marine developers and 
Central Saanich council. 
However, he said if dredging 
takes place, which it surely must 
to accommodate the wharves and 
boats, then “there goes our shell 
fish and the spawning area.”
“It is going to be depriving the 
Indian people of their shell 
fishing,” he said.
Underwood said during the 
winter some of the Indian 
families depend almost entirely 
on ducks and shell fish and both 
will disappear if the marina goes 
goes in.
“They’ve (white people) taken 
away our hunting and fishing 
rights and this is going to 
eliminate our shell fishing.”
He said his people will have to 
consider all sides of the matter 
whether they might ‘ake a stand
against the marina, or whether 
they might ask for compensation 
for all the food they are losing.
Underwood also pointed out 
that it would be quite difficult to 
guarantee there would be no oil 
slicks.
If they give us a guarantee and 
then we see an oil slick, there will 
be a law suit for sure, he said.
Underwood said his people had 
never been informed about the 
proposed plan for the marina 
which is on land adjacent to the 
Indian reserve.
“We heard about it through the 
grape vine,” he said. “We in­
formed our chief in council and 
then brought it back to the people 
at a band meeting.”
He said for the present his 
people would take a close look at 
the study, enter into relevant 
discussions and then make a 
decision on the matter.
Firemen To Fight Airport Fires
Continued from Page 1
foam, is available at the airport’s 
DND fire hall and could be used 
as “back-up” equipment for the 
department’s existing two 
trucks.
However, the municipal fire 
hall at Wains Road is large 
enough to accommodate only two 
trucks and the hall will have to be 
expanded, he said adding he will 
ask permission of the MOT to 
leave the pumper truck on air­
port property for the time being.
The recommended training 
course can be undertaken in five 
days, eight hours during the day 
and another two hours at night.. 
Council decided to allow the
chief, two officers and three 
firemen to take the course and 
reimburse them for lost wages.
ALLASPECTS
It will then be the responsibility 
of those who have taken tlie 
course to train the other men. 
The course involves all aspects of 
firefighting techniques using 
conventional equipment. Price 
said.
It was suggested trained 
firemen could be employed at a 
new hall planned for the future in 
the Dean Park area and council 
agreed to recruit the additional 10 
men from that area.
The recommendations will be 
implemented as soon as possible.
Cable Channel Planned For Saanich Peninsula
:FOR^SEBVicEmi^o:;^ciyALrrY:
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I Fresh Frozen Falts
1 ROASTING CHICKEN :" 89V
j s„o„, SIDE BACON 79V
By the Piece 1
Continued from Page 1 
company is not financially able to 
undertake both projects at once.
“We would be serving the 
public best by using our 
resources to bring cablevision to 
people who get very poor 
reception,” Stanlake said adding 
a community channel would not 
be available to homes without 
cablevision.
Saanich Cablevision’s system, 
which now covers most of the 
peninsula north of the Saanich- 
Central Saanich border, has been 
extending “as fast as our 
resources permit,” he said.
The company has gone into 
some areas “which are quite 
uneconomic,” he said.
30 CUSTOMERS 
Forty customers per mile is 
generally considered 
“economic” and the company is 
now going into areas with fewer 
than 30 customers per mile, he 
said.
The CRTC, which was set up to 
administer the Canadian 
Broadcasting Act and ensure 60 
per cent Canadian content is 
carried by ^ our broadcasters, 
expects cablevision companies to 
provide a channel “for the 
community to converse v/ith 
itself,” Stanlake said.
It was suggested the peninsula 
system could connect to Vic­
toria’s Channel 10 but the CRTC 
decided much of the material 
carried by Channel 10 is not 
relevent to the peninsula, he said.
Stanlake said the company has 
held discussions with Saanich 
school Iboard about setting up a 
studio in Parklands School which 
could be operated by students.
The studio could be available 
for “school purposes” during the 
day, he said, and the school board 
would be expected to supply 
manpower for the operation of 
the studio in the evening. 
Similar studios are currently
0 Silver Threads ■ 
News In Review
Monday : 9 a.nV. - centre open; 
1.15 p.m. whist. Tuesday: 9 a.m. - 
centre open! 7 p.m. - shuf- 
i fii^oiard. Wednesday: 9 a.m. > - 
centre open - TO a m. novelties, 
noon - hot dinner 7 p.m; - band 
practice. All programmes stop 
for the summer but any member 
wishing to carry on alone is 
welcome to use the arts and 
crafts room.
Thursday - TO a.m. Weaving - 
liquid emobridery; Friday. 10 
a.m. - quilting - keep fit. 1.30 p.m
- Stretch & Sew. 2 p.m. jacko. 'i 
p.m. - evening cards. Saturday T 
p.m. - open for drop-ins. 1.30 p.m.
- cake decorating.
being operated in Duncan. 
Campbell River and Kamloops, 
he added.
Such a studio, to broadcast in 
colour, would cost approximately 
$60,000, he said, and some kind of 
cost-sharing arrangement with 





visor for School District 63 Peter 
Thomas, told The Review, “the 
viability of one channel is just 
zilch.”
Saanich school district is 
served by three cablevision 
systems, he said, one channel 
operating from Parklands would 
serve only a portion of the 
district.
Thomas believes Stanlake’s 
$60,000 estimate is somewhat 
conservative and $100,000 would 
be more accurate.
Costs of setting up enough 
studios to serve all the schools in 
the district “would be just 
exhorbitant,” he said, adding the 
operation of only one studio 
would not be feasible from “an 
educational point of view.”
Channel 10 Program Director 
Bob Aylward told The Review. 
$60,000 could be enough to set up a 
studio large enough to serve the 
peninsula.
The original Channel 10 studio 
consisted of two small offices 
with a piano. The present studio 
is worth about $300,000, he said.
Operating a studio with 
volunteer staff “works to a 
degree,” he said, but eventually 
they want to be paid.
Channel 10 staff now includes 
four full-time and three part-time 
employees, he said, adding two 
staff members are professional 
broadcasters.
Aylward agrees much of the 
material carried by Channel 10 is 
not relevent to the peninsula and 
the peninsula should have its own 
channel.
There are cablevision channels
operating in Port Alberni, 
Campbell River, Nanaimo, 
Duncan, Victoria, and Cour­
tenay, he said, and programs are 
often traded among them.
Channel 10 would support a 
community channel for the 
peninsula and assist in getting it 
established, he said.
Fashion Eyewear with a Fl^sSt
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED , CONTACT LENSES 




Messages left by birds on the 
grand stand at Sandown Park 
during the past four years have 
been removed by work parties 
preparing for Sidney Days.
Kinsmen Sidney Days 
Chairman Fred McCullough told 
The Review the grand stand will 
be coated with a mixture of paint 
and sand to prevent anyone 
slipping.
The Kinsmen are carrying $1 
million liability insurance for the 
three days of festivities begin­
ning June 29, he said.
To comply with fire regulations 
telephones will be installed, 10 
extinguishers will be placed near 
concessions, and the grass will be 
cut and bailed, he said.
The grounds were inspected by 
North Saanich Fire Chief Ron 
Evans and the Kinsmen have 
agreed to provide an access for 
emergency vehicles which will 
allow trucks to go right into the 
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Mr. and Mrs. George Goddard from Powell River were guests for a 
few days at the home of Mrs. Laura Simpson, 7071 Brentwood Drive.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Cotton from York'England are enjoying a three 
weeks’ holiday with Mr. Cotton’s brother, Mr. Harold Cotton and Mrs. 
Clara Royston, of Marchant Road.
Guests for a week of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Starr, 1026 Clarke Road, 
were their daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Barry J. Wilson 
from Ottawa.
Mrs. Glenna Quennal from Nayan, Ontario and her two small 
daughters, Jacqueline and Evie, enjoyed a holiday with her parents, 
Lieut.-Commander and Mrs. R. B. Stenning, 1135 Sluggett Road.
Mrs. Ethel Butler of Fort St; John B.C. was a guest for the past two 
weeks at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Charles Smith, 10145 3rd 
;Street,_.Sidney. While visiting, her granddaughter, Mrs. Conriie An- , 
sheim^ Dennaanisiand, Mrs. Butler sat for a five generatiqn photo 0 
first daughters, cbhsistirig of her daughter Edith, her granddaughter 
Connie, great granddaughter Avis, and great great granddaughter 
Angela. Mrs. Butler is the mother of eleven children, seven girls and 
four boys; and she has forty-six grandchildren, 68 great grandchildren 
and ten great great grandchildren. She is eighty-six years of age and 
still enjoys robust health and travels all over Canada and United 
States alone to visit her large family; she attributes her good health 
and eyesight on moderate living arid lots of good hard work while 
rearing her family in the less hurried days of her youth. An interesting 
point is that there has been no deaths in the family from illness, and 
only one death, that of her husband who died in 197T at the age of 
eighty-four has marred the record of the family.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Gust of Ellensburg, Washington were guests at 
the home of Mrs. Gust’s sister, Mrs. Edith Smith of No. 3, 10145 - 3rd 
Street Sidney for four weekend days last week. Mrs. Guest visited her 
mother Mrs. Ethel Butler who was also a guest at the Smith home. 
During the weekend, Mrs. Butler received her son James of Glen 
Meadows, Sidney, her daughter Nell of Ellensburg, Washington, two 
grandsons and their families from Victoria, B.C., then flew back to 
Fort St. John where she has been living with another daughter 
Beatrice since the death of her husband in 1971,
Mrs. George E. Moore and son Lieut. George Moore arrived in 
Sidney this week to spend a few days at the home of Mrs. C. W. Peck, 
10471 All Bay Road.
B.C. Dairy Products
June is Dairy Month — your opportunity 
to enjoy all the many fine products of 
this great B.C. industry. Visit the dairy 
case of your favourite store and take 
your choices home. Remember milk is 
good for every body.
Look for them at i^our favourite food store!
B.C, Grown Berries
The taste treat for every meal. Brighten 
any table with fresh, flavourful berries 
rushed from our farms to your store. 
Pick up our recipe folder and be ready to 
treat your family with the very best B.C. 
Grown Berries.
Look for them at i^our favourite food store!
Now ^ Two B.C FOOD INFORMATION MOBILE UNITS ON TOUR
Discuss with seasoned staff homemakers interesting, economical, practical ways to use B.C. Home GrovAm Foods.
■ ^ JuneT2-13 at;Safeway,;:Sidney
Also B.C. Fresh: ri
: EGGSl’^;; ;MUSHRGOf»IS :;T;eHfeK^
: : ■ WATCH the BCTVJEAN CANNEMSHOW with MONA BRUN fhursdai/ mornings.
B.C. FOOD INFORMATION^
For time/y B,C. Food recipes, write to us at: MARKETS DIVISION. 4259 Canada Wai/. Bumabt^ VSG IHl
B.C. DEPARTMENT OF AGRIGULTURE
——— Hon. David D. Stupich, Minister; Sigurd B. Peterson, Deputy Minister. _____
you’ve got lo he in if to win it. so buy nil the tickets you cun! Tickets iivailalile fituu 
community .service organizations or phone 6H1-9461 for ticket sales infornintion.
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You’d find that the .sawmill 
and plywood industry now 
has some women forklift 
operators and truck 
drivers. And the IWA 
is demanding Maternity 
Leave for these mem­
bers, Their seniority 
and job security 
depend on it.
You'd find the aver- 
agologger has to 
support two homos 
- one at camp, the 
other where his 
family lives, The IWA 
considers this unfair 
and is therotoro de­
manding tree room 
and board from the 
forest industry to 
lighten this burden 
on their membership,
You'd llnd safety of 
prime concern to 
people working in
the forest industry. The IWA was the first 
union in North America to have a full-time 
director of safety and are, in this year’s 
contract talks, demanding improvomont 
and extension of those rules. Alt the wage 
increatKis and cost of living clauses in the 
world are of lltllo benefit to the wood­
worker out of work because of an accident. 
You’d find workers, like you, trying to cope 
with rising costs - like tho cost ot ad­
equate dental care for Ihcir families. Tho 






dental care for 
themselves and 
their families.
You’d find the accent on 
leisure time growing, as In 
every other sector of 
society, That's why 
the iWA Is demand­
ing improved vaca­
tion time and a 
shorter working 
week for its mem­
bers who fool It is 
becoming increas­
ingly important to 
spend as much time 
ns possible with 
their families.
You'd find the aver­
age woodworker 
unable to afford 
today's high cost of 
living, The IWA Is 
thorefore demanding 
a one dollar an hour across the board 
increase for its members. It's not going to 
moke anybody rich ™ just help wood­
workers cope a little belter with 
rising costa.
You’d find tho backbone of B.C.'s economy 
- the Forest Industry, Its members, 
through tho IWA. are making realistic and 
reasonable demands in their current nego­
tiations and are dotorminod to continue 
their policy of good faith bargaining. All wo 
ask la that the Industry do tho same,
.s.ui.' iIk’ .II |ir( iii-ki'l,
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OVER 170 PEOPLE attended the official opening of Springwood 
Training Centre, Mount Newton Cross Road on Saturday, May 25. D. 
Bingham, Dept, of Human Resources, officiated and Mrs. R.H. (Jo)
Dickey, president of B.C. Association for the Mentally Retarded was 
in attendance.
WESTINGHOUSE FROST FREE 





The official opening of 
Springwood residential treat­
ment and training centre, on 
Saturday May 25th was 
celebrated by over 170 people 
who participated in an outdoor 
ceremony at the facility in 
Central Saanich on Mt. Newton X 
Rd.' ■
Springwood, situated on a a hill 
overlooking 1 ovely wooded 
acreage, houses 22 young people 
between the ages of 16 and 30, 
each of whom have some form of 
mental dysfunction. The purpose 
■ of the Centre is to help the 
residents acquire the abilities, 
training, and life skills that will 
allow them to enter the larger 
community, able to maintain 
themselves with a reasonable 
degree of self-sufficiency.
At 2 p.m. the guests were in­
vited out to the front lawn where 
eight of Springwood’s male 
residents in Rover shirts and 
berets, stood at attention at the 
flagpole for the flag raising 
ceremony. The Canadian and 
B.C. flags were raised and Rita 
Stringer, public relations officer 
for the Greater Victoria 
Association for the Retarded, 
welcomed the guests and in­
troduced George Kurbatoff, 
Springwood’s Administrator.
Mr. Kurbatoff who has been 
with Springv/ood for 9 months of 
its one year existence, i)roceedod 
with the program lor the af­
ternoon, introducing speakers 
Margaret Hesseltine, Director of 
B. C, Association for the Mentally 
Retarded, Mrs, Jo Dickey,
President of the B. C. Association 
for the Mentally Retarded, Mr.
E. Linklatter, President of the 
Greater Victoria Association for 
the Retarded, and Don Bingham 
of the Department of Human 
Resources.
Mr. Bingham who is Executive 
Director of Long Range Planning 
and Social Research of the 
Department of Human Resources 
of the province of B.C., expressed 
the regret of Norman Levi^ 
provincial minister of Human 
Resources for his inability to be 
at the Springwood opiening 
personally because of a prior 
committment, a nd cony eyed thev 
gratification of the Minister and 
the Department at the successful 
establishment of a facility like 
Spriri^ood, as v: an innovative 
attempt at a new and positive 
approach to an did problem.
The Springwood policy of 
preparing its people for a return 
to the community as self- 
sustaining and useful citizens to 
themselves and the community 
as a whole, was one that was an 
aim of the Department of Human 
Resources and that has the 
complete support of the 
Department. Mrs, Bingham was 
called to the microphone to 
receive a basket of fresh flowers 
presented to her by one of the 
residents.
Special mention was made of 
James Cummings, Chairman of 
the Finance of GVAR, by several 
of the guest speakers for his work 
which laid the basis for the 
purchase of the property that is 
now Springwood and for the work 
that brought tho idea of such a 
facility to reality.
A benediction was offered for 
Springwood, the residents and 
staff, by the Rev. Peter Parker of 
Holy Trinity Church in North 
Saanich.
The ceremony was concluded 
by the presentation of handmade, 
roses to each of the Springwowl 
staff by two of the residents.
A light smorgasbord lunch was 
served to the gue.sts 
The training facilities include a 
crafts workshop, a well-erpiipped 
professional kitchen and a large 
garden vvhich will provide a good 
part of the fresh food for the 
facility through the summer. The 
residents maintaiji tho i)uildlngs 
and grounds and have done 
construction work such as 
building steps, pouring concrete 
walks, building cabimds, seeding 
lawns, bidldlng a greenhouse and 




The Canadian Coast Guard 
cutter Racer transported 14 
people to shore Sunday after their 
30-foot pleasure craft Laurie B 
ran aground on Canoe Rock at the 
western end of Morseby Island.
A Pacific Rescue Co-ordination 
Centre spokesman told The 
Review the Racer, which w'as 
tied up at Sidney, took the 
passengers to Mill Bay and 
assisted w'ith refloating the boat 
at 3 a.m. Monday.
There was no damage to the 
pleasure boat, the spokesman 
said.
Sidney Teen 
Activity Group News 
Bake Sale May 25th was a 
success thanks to the bakers and 
buyers. A meeting was held May 
29th with a large turnout of teens 
expressing views on activities 
including skating parties, swim 
parties, camp outs and dances. 
The main focus was on a request 
for a teen activity centre.
Over 35 teens participated in a 
roller skating party and snack at 
McDonalds on May 31st.
On June 12th, 7:00 p.m. at 
Sanscha Club House an im­
portant meeting will be held to 
discuss Float for all Sidney Days’ 
Parade, a teen street dance and 
other summer activities. More 
information will be forth coming 
on teen activity centre so all 
teens please attend. Coke, rap 
and records available after the 
meeting, for information call 656- 
4331 or 656-4?06.
Sun., May 26 
Sun., May 26 
Mon., May 27 
Tues.,May28 
Wed., May 29 
Thurs., May 30
This fTeek In Sidney Softball
GAMES
Sidney Hotel over Van Isle Mounties 
Sidney Paint Pot over Sidney Merchants 
Brentwood Properties & Esso over KOA Campgre 
Harvey’s Sporting Goods over Van Isle Mounties 
Sidney Hotel over Sidney Merchants 
Havey’s Sporting Goods over KOA Campgrounds
Fri., May 31 Brentwood Properties & Esso over Sidney Paint Pot
SCORE Winning Pitcher
1C - 0 B. Vanderkratch
5 - 2 E. Auchtzner
S 18- 0 J.Hett
15 - 5 . H. Lawson
11 - 10 B. Vanderkratch
8 - 7 G. Hartshorne
— (overtime)
7 - 1 R. Corpess
STANDINGS AS OF MAY :Ust
Wins l^osses Points
Harveys Sporting Goods 
Sidney Hotel 
Sidney F^aint Pot 
Brentwood Properties & Esso 
Sidney Merchants 























GAMES FOR THIS WEEK 
Wed. June 5 — F^aint F’ot vs Van Isle Mounties 
Thurs., June6 — Brentwood F^.sso& Properties vs Sidney Hotel 
Fri., June7 — KOA Campgrounds vs Sidney Merchants 
Sun., June 9 — Harvey’s Sporting Goods vs Sidney Paint Pol 
Sun., June 9 — Van Isle Mounties vs Brentwood Properties & Esso 
Mon., June 10 —Sidney Hotel vs KOA Campgrounds 
Tues., June 11 — Sidney Merchants vs Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
All Games at6:30r^.M.
Sun. Games at 3:00 and 6:301’.M.
ADMISSION 
1.00 EACH
ftriH STfltLI. SfUNFY.i: c.
656-5551
Saturday Junes 
Dancing9:06 p.m. -12:30 a.m. 
“Davis Combo”
MATURE WOMEN wishing to return to the work force will be mterested in a 
challengmg career available for both men and women in existing facilities and in 
an < . in British Columbia i
The British Columbia Institute of Technology offers a two year Psychiatric 
Nursing Program providing credit towards the Registered Nursing Diploma.
Entrance requirements—- Academic-Technical graduation or equivalent, in-^ 
eluding one grade 12 Science. Entrance classes— September 1974 dnd March
'T975.'. ■■ - "
The British Columbia Mental Health Branch (Department of Health) has 
available a limited number of Bursaries of $250.00 per month to assist qualified 
students. :■
Applications may be obtained from:
The Registrar’s Office,
British Columbia Institute of Technology, 
3700 WiHingdon Avenue, Burnaby 2„ B.C.
Ca ll«i • H n
h top V8 P.S.
Keep those promises you’ve made to yourself - 
with the help of these Royal savings services.
Savinn monoy for tho Important things has novor boon ensy. And today - well, if you’re 
like most of us, you nood all tho help you con got. Ono nruiwor is Royal's Bonus Savings 
Account. It pays o honllhy 0 3/4% rotroactlvo lo May Ist - calculated on your minimum
monthly balance, too, so your money grows oven faster. And because there aro no 
Cheques, what goes in, stays In, (That makes it really hard not lo save,)
To help you got sot up lor your savings plan, there’s our now Royal Coriilled Sorvico -
a crjmplete package of niMho dally banking sorvlcGs for 
:iU8l$3amonth, • /.'
One of those Borvices is Royal's "Pny-yoursolf" Choquos, ^
They make it easy for you to transfer funds 
into your Bonus Savings Account. You can
do this oithor in person, by mail or auto- v • : ; ' ^ ^
malicnlly at any interval you like; 
at no chargo.
Dno way or another, wo'ro going to make it 
easier for you to keep those promlstis you've 















Phin to donate 
your Blood on 




Hard top V8 auto, 
ps. pb., buckets, 
console & radio
'#1
T. (LEN) ADAMSON MANAQItn
72 Pontiac Firenza 












®there will be a stoop CONOR CLINIC AT SAANSCHA HALL., MoNPAV lO JUNE-»^/
IM AM EFFORT To SPEED UP THE BLOOD-DONATION PROCESS, lAJE OFFER SOME'SusCESTiOWSj
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Beacon Avenue Marina Expansion
^THE'EATMAM HAKkSUP" «»THE "saV‘when'"
The expansion proposal of the Island View Marina 
complex at the foot of Beacon Avenue appears to have 
validity. In comparison to a previous presentation by 
the same owners the new plan will see new wharves at 
sufficient distance from the beach to allow residents and 
other private citizens full access to and from the outside 
waters.
The breakwater would be of such a design as to 
permit full flow of tidal action into the protected portion 
of the man made boat basin. This would virtually 
eliminate stagnation of the marina area waters and 
assist in flushing away whatever spills of fuel or other 
material might occur.
However, it is hoped that Council will seek sub­
stantiated tests performed by accredited engineers to 
establish that tidal flow will be sufficient into the basin 
and the breakwater itself will not prove to be an in­
strument of destruction, currentwise. along the neigh­
bouring beach. This occurred when Oak Bay Marina 
established its breakwater and the beach area in front of 
Glenlyon Private School was decimated.
Basically , the idea of an expanded marina operation 
for the Town of Sidney would be of considerable benefit 
to the business community. Assuming careful and 
meticulous consideration is given to the scheme, by all 
parties concerned, we hope the expansion goes through.
Same
•^cKnique as IS ttsed -forgetting
tbe last bit o-fi^potKpaste out 
cTthe tube...
... uses the force of gre^vity to 
get-things -flouo'ing...
On The Care 
Of Wooden Boats
Eighty-six year old peninsula 
resident D.H. Carter likely knows 
more about small boat lore than 
most people can learn in several 
lifetimes. The following article 
contains some of his observations 





■THE 'tARDiD-CTiMWLATiaH'’ THE "REST HAVJEH RoAAP** THe"fwll mccM fill-up
Disclosure Measures
... the blood circa lati'rg fostei; 
by gettlrvg the heart beating more 
rapid!'/... choice of mag«2inedepend^ 
on sevL erf donor.. •
..makes use of permnenil^ 
auoilabie foc^iities—namely the 
bodlY'Shaking bumps ©nd potholes 
on Restha\/en Dn’vje...
...Relies on ■finding a cooperatide 




^2:30 to 5:30 FM.; 7:So to g:3o P.M.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
TV-} ■
FROM ‘THE ECONOMIST’ 
There is a very considerable 
danger that tihi^ country is on the 
point of talking itself; into 
believing that public life and 
public seryante are corrupt to a 
far greater extent than anyone 
had hitherto/supposed; That 
Corruption exists, as it alw^s 
: has, ;is undeniable. That stah- 
of piiblicj conduct havedards
slipped, largely in line with the
slippage in society generally, is 
equally true. It; is jncoriceivable, 
for example, :that the late 
Clement Attlee ; would have 
allovyed his Leader of the House 
to have the gall to move a 
resolution ealling for a com­
pulsory register of MPs’ in- 
tereste, as Mr. Short did in the 
Commons on Wednesday, if he 
had accepted a secret payment 
some years before. But the real 
canker is not corruption: it is the 
increasing reluctance of the best 
people to seek a career in the 
public service, whether in politics 
at national or local level, or in the 
trade unions.
That the Commons should now 
be so concerned that all MPs 
should reveal their interests is as 
much a result of a general lack of 
self-confidence and the politics of 
envy as practised by the Labour 
left as by any revelations of 
corruption. On Wednesday, the 
.Commons replaced convention 
by a new rule requiring all MPs 
in all transactions in Parliament 
and between other membcr.s and 
mlnislers, to disclose "any 
relevant pecuniary interest or 
benefit of whatever nature, 
whether direct or indirect, that 
he may have had, may have or 
may bo expecting lo hnvo". The 
rule is absurdly widely framed, 
but otherwise unexceptional,
Tlie Commons then decided, by 
a majority of 105, that nil MP,si 
must register their “registrable" 
Intcrcf,its, with the register open 
to public inspection, A select 
committee will consider what 
classes of interest or benefit 
should be disclosed, how 
registration should be enforced 
end who else liesido MPs should 
also be ref|ulred to register. In a 
Purllamenl which had confidence 
in itself and in its standing with 
the public tho now rule requiring 
the declnrution of interest when a 
conflict might bo thought to have 
arisen would have been suf­
ficient, That still might lie the 
outcome for it may well prove 
imixissible for a majority of MPs 
to agree which inlercsia and 
whose, it is desirable lo register.
if there was a real problem of 
corruption in naliomil govern- 
' nnsl if the Comnior.r, v.-nn
seriously concerned to stamp it 
out, MP« would go for the simple 
solution of making their income 
returns, and those of iheir 
immediate families, public 
pro|M^rty. But ixicause Ihere Is no 
such proldem dial is regarded, in 
the main, as an intolerable in- 
truslon into privacy, IndeN. how 
relatively unimportant the 
corruption Issue is, and how
irrelevant Wednesday’s debate 
was, was made clear by the 
publication on Thursday of the 
report of Lord Redcliffe-Maud’s 
committee on the conduct of local 
government+. Lord Redcliffe- 
Maud’s recommendations for 
councillors will either be rejected 
or they will pre-empt the Com- 
moris select committee recom­
mendations on the conduct of 
MPs.
But perhaps more importantly' 
the committee puts corruption, 
into perspective. Jim Prior 
said on 'Wednesday, and 
few, would argue with him j tha t 
local councillors have far greater 
opportunities for corruption 
because they directly handle 
contracts involving large sums of 
money, which MPs do not. Even 
so, the Redcliffe-Maud 
committee found that in the 
period 1964-72 (the latest for 
which figures were available) 
there were some 48,000 coun­
cillors and over 2m employees of 
local councils. Over that period 
only 10 councillors and 22 em­
ployees were convicted of 
corruption offences, and 16 
councillors were convicted of 
failure to disclose a pecuniary 
interst. The committee con­
cludes:
Even if account i.s taken of 
prosecutions since 1972, and a 
generous allowance is made for 
offences which may have gone 
undelecled or where for some 
reason no proceedings were 
brouglit, the picture is still of an 
essentially hones! public service.
The eommitlce recommi^nds a 
public declaration of pecuniary 
interest as well as a register of 
outside interests verymuch on 
the lines wliieli liave lieen 
projxised for Parliament, It (loe.s. 
however, recommend that the 
declnralloiuihould be extended to 
ineinde those of Ihespoiise, lint no 
further, and that the penally for 
failure to (IlscloHe sucli pecuniary 
interests should lie a maximum 
of ‘lOO pounds or ,six monlhiv 
imprlsonmenl or both on sum­
mary conviction, and two years' 
imprisonment and an unlimited 
fine if tried on indictment, ft also 
recommends a new power lo 
inspect financial records of tiiose 
suspected of corruption, and 
liroadly the same rules for 
council I'tnployees as for couri- 
tillors,
Editor, The Review, Sir;
I accompanied the 2nd Sidney 
Brownie Pack to Port Angeles 
last Saturday and it made me 
realize more than ever what a 
wonderful job our leaders are 
doing.
On these trips there are so 
many things to attend, to - tran­
sportation, fares, travel, sickness 
pills, food, a program to keep all 
our Brownies happy and busy and 
quite likely many other little 
details;
efforts all year long. I’m certain 
all the other Pack leaders 
deserve as big a thank you.
So paren 3 lets show these 
leaders we appreciate what they 
ai'e doing for bur girls and give 




All year I know there are many 
hours of thought and preparation 
put into the weekly get-togethers.
A big thank you to Mrs. Thorne,’/ 
Mrs; Sutcliffe and Mrs. Dean for 
the enjoy able week-end and their
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Both my younger sister and 
brother are involved in amateur 
baseball leagues on the Saanich 
Peninsula. As the year 
progresses, some very sad 
discrepancies between their 
leagues are beginning to show up,
•My brother’s team, in the Little 
League Majors; haye complete
uniforms, right from their hats to 
their socks. They have both a 
coach and a manager, and good 
support from their generous 
sponsors. They have lots of 
parents and other spectators who 
come to watch their games and 
cheer them bn. They also have 
plenty of professional officials.
My sister’s team, on the other 
hand, didn’t get their uniforms 
until last week. (They had, ap­
parently, had sponsors since the 
beginning of the season). The 
uniforms are quite a few years 
old. They are faded and need 
patching. There are no hate, 
socks, or crests with the 
uniforms, just short sleeved 
shirts and pants. The girls’ team 
started the season with both a 
coach and a manager, but a lack 
of volunteer leaders in the girls’ 
league resulted in their manager 
going to another, previously 
coachless team. While the boys 
play in well-screened fields with 
dugoute, the girls line up on the
field.edge of a make-shift 
without dugoute.
They seldom have professional 
umpiring; in fact, there have 
been games when the umpire 
hasn’t even showed up for the 
game, and parents of passersBy 
have been good enough to step in. 
At the present time, the girls are 
spending some of their practices 
running after balls that the men’s 
league next door throw but of 
bounds over the fence. The men 
don’t like climbing over the 
fences to retrieve their own 
misses.
It’s no wonder that girls grow 
up feeling inferior, when spon­
sors, spectators and other sports- 
minded adults practically ignore 
them in favour of the boys.There 
are some very bitter young ladies 
on that Sidney softball team, and 
I don’t blame them one little bit. 
Sincerely yours,
Pat Evans ^
971 Bradley Dyne Read 
Sidney, B.C.
BY D.H. CARTER 
We will first deal with the 
smaller cedar-planked clinker 
built boats. The demand for these 
is on the increase. Do not care for 
your clinker boat as if it was a log 
of weed, consider it as if it were a 
valuable watch, and it will 
remain a useful servant to you for 
many years.
When you purchase such a boat 
or build it yourself be sure it has a 
good coating of best quality 
marine paint and varnish, for this 
first painting is very important to 
the water-tightness of your boat 
and such time as it may require a 
repaint job. On a repaint job 
make sure that all blisters and 
scale are removed, and the most 
important thing is that the lap 
joints on the outside are 
thoroughly cleaned down to a 
clean solid foundation for the new 
lot of paint, and the laps should be 
filled flush with paint as on this 
depends a water-tight job. If the 
boat is old it may require 
renailing wherever the planks 
are not tight.
Now about the care of your boat 
when not in use. Do not leave it on 
the ground any length of time but 
mount it on a wooden stand of 
some sort especially during 
winter. At this time of year it 
should be kept bottom side up and 
about 18 inches above the ground 
for free circulation of air to 
prevent condensation of moisture 
on the inside which can be harm­
ful, and in this position it does not 
collect dust inside.
Now for the bottom side which 
is up. There should be some sort 
of covering a little above the boat 
to keep off snow and ice. It can be 
boards with a slope to run off rain 
covered and weighed down by 
canvas or tarpaulin or whatever 
you choose to keep our drips of 
water. The side need not be 
closed so there will be free cir­
culation of air. If you have some 
shed or other place for your boat, 
fine, but do not have it in too hot a ' 
place. Now if cracks should 
appear in the plans, have the 
wood clean and dry and then take 
a sharp chisel and make a vee of 
the crack about Vs of an inch wide 
and about one-third through the
thickness of the plank of 
outside. Clean - out any 
particles of wood in the vee.
Next, fill the vee flush with 
U.F. 105 Marine Glue. When the 
first lot has settled and is fairly 
hard, apply another lot of the glue 
to make it flush and sand when 
set. Then paint. I have had good 
success with this method. If the 
split in the plank is springy, put 
some small piece of wood bet­
ween it and the frames inside to 
keep it rigid. With this general 
care your boat could last 40 years 
or more.
If the garboard plank next to 
the keel should require 
recaulking, remove the old 
caulking and replace with new 
caulking cotton, then a coat of 
Marine Undercoat Paint, and 
when dry fill with gray Staytite 
Caulking Compound or some 
other good filler, and when dry, 
paint.
When painting a new boar, 
each previous coat should be just 
a little lackey. In this way all the 
paint welds together.
A few words now about your 
larger wooden cabin boats. 
Ventilation is of vital importance 
to combat dry rot caused by 
condensation of moisture. The 
areas where it mostly forms are 
under the deck at the bow and 
into the stem. Also the front 
corners of the cabin by the 
windshield, and along the top of 
frames under the side decks. In 
other words, anywhere that 
ventilation is lacking.
If your boat is fairly large one 
planked with cedar, it will most 
likely be carvelle planked with 
caulked seams. If any of these 
seams leak, the caulking should 
be removed and replaced with 
new caulking cotton. If any 
cracks are found in the planking 
caulk them lightly also.
When the boat is in use and the 
bottom gets scraped on some 
underwater object, copper paint 
should be applied to the bruised 
area in four or five days.
Good wooden boats of any size 
can cost much less than most of 
the rnodeirn materials in use 
today. Make it a pleasure to care 
for your boat.
If you intend to build your own V 
bdatqr if you are in the business; 
of building wooden boats, your 
source of supply for lumber is 
very important cost-wise. In my 
experience for over fifty years in 
this art, I find the small mill 




No honest man will bo dotorred 
from nerving on a local authority 
by tiKtec penaltiu.s, But t)ofori‘ 
Ibirllnment rushes in to onnrt 
such iiroposnls, ollhcr for itnolf or 
for local councils, it must viuy 
i.erluil.ily tu|ii«ldi,i vvb(.*lbi'i liii' 
dogreo of corruption wliicli has 
IxH'n rovculed, or even suspected, 
Justifies such an invasion of 
privacy,'I'he figures suggest iliat 
the oral doelnrallon of talercsl 
when appropriate would he a 
sufficient safeguard, hwally and 
nationally. Of eour.se, tlie 
lielihejalely corrupt would Htill 
escape; Init (hey would under nay 
cm, '
Canadians are great ones for 
the do-it-yourself or home I 
analysis. I suppose there have 
been — oh, conservatively 
nineteen million words written on 
the subject: ‘‘\Vhat is a Can- 
dian?" Still, nobody seems to 
know', We like what we see in the 
mirror, but we’re never quite 
sure what we’re looking at and 
turn away with a vacant grin.
At least ninety-nine and ninety- 
one hundredths per'cent of 
everything that’s been written is. 
to put it gently, su.speet.
Only the other day, for 
example, I chanced on an essay 
by Bruce Hutchison, who lias 
made a lifetime career of writing 
about Canada as if lie were 
playing a mellow old ’cello, 
"Lonely and awed by Hie im- 
nionsity of space arouiid us," so 
the piece went,”liy the cold 
sweep of tlie prairies, by tlie 
stark presence of mountains 
leaning upon ns. Iiy the emply sea 
at our door, and by the fierce 
iiorlliern cliniale, svliicli colors 
and tongliens the iveajlier of our , 
spirit,,,"
Oh, you know that kind e' stuff 
■ beautiful.but duinli, I' v. 'never 
met a Canadian yet who ever 
lioneslly felt I hat the weather of 
his spirit was anyHiiau more than 
cloudy with liglil showers or lhal 
Hie luountainH were leaniuii on 
him.
Sup|K)sing you met 11 guy in Hu; 
morning bus and he said, •‘Gee. 
Jim, I'm lonely and awed by Hie 
iminensily of siiaee around us, by 
the cold sweep ,,, "Well, you'd 
prohaiily move to anolher .seal 
right away,
,i\nd yet when you get right 
down to ii our real semse of 
identity as Canadians i.s almost 
entirely |ihyHieal.
I'lver since the Grotip of Seven 
our painters have been selling ujv 
llu'lr easels with a view ol praiiae 
orforehi or luounlain, If thcic are 
any people, any Canadians,
in (ha I'lndsaapi' llu'X'n-p
decently bidden down to the hips 
under a liirehiiark eanoe. Tlie 
eanoe is Caicuban ttod hno"'-' 
U'hat the mrin in it 0, r-viM'p(
faceless;''
Same Udng in pmOry,,I’atrieK 
Anderso,n, in lus "I'eetn in 
Canada", wrole, "Yes, ! am one
and none, pin and pine, snow and 
slow, America’s attic, an empty 
room, a something possible, a 
chance, a dance that is not 
danced. A cold kingdom."
This is pretty good stuff, often 
quoted, but is it Canada? It 
sounds to mo more like an ode to 
a deep-freezo locker.
It's all curiously old-fashioned, 
Uiis Canada of Uie creative ar­
tists, populated with Eskimos 
and ice-skaters and portaging 
Freneh-Canadians, all liny 
figures against a gigantic back­
drop, and 1 wonder if there’s 
anything lo be gained by clinging 
to it.
Not long 11 go the Army held a 
contest for servicemen lo write 
essays on what Canada means lo 
them, I haven’t read the 
collec;ti(m, hut an off leal suriv 
iiiary of it suggests the line they 
took. 11 sounds as if they were all 
written on birch bark.
Canada, lo tliein, "is Hu* rivers 
and , lakes, the mountains and 
farmlands, Hie forests, and even 
the lonely tundra, from sea to 
s(.’a, It is qui(H villages, tall cities, 
wlieal elevator,s standing starkly 
on Hie prairie. U is the summer 
wind in the trees, Hie glorious 
colors of autumn, the crisp cold 
winler It is maple sugar imd 
fried trout over the campHre, It is 
till' ski run and Hie hiKdiey 
rink,.,"
So there it is again, (ho empty, 
moliimless, voiceless, faceless 
lerrain, lonely as a railway depot 
at four in the morning, and, it 
seimiH lo mo, as false as an in- 
stilulinn calendar,
I sat with friends the other 
iiiglil tishming to a compo.sillon 
ealh'd "Canadian Impressioiw" 
by Hnherl Fanion, a musical 
li ihufe by an e.S|,Kili iate, and lliis, 
too, a montage of raw scenery. 
Everybody admired It, 
cverylMKly iiraised it as '’mar­
vellously tiescrlptive" but me. It 
angeusl nus It Is condescending 
alhmaph* sopar .'ind fried 
f )sh ami slark mmmiains leaning 
Ol) you,
In a country with as mud)
' honmn vii.nlity atal fftr«'i‘ :is this 
tme il's Hnie wo had something to 
vdleci a little n)ore i-ealiidically 









11,00 a.m. Holy Communion
Rev. W. Dobson 652-3860











Fellowship Hour * 
Wedne,sday 8 p.m. 
Sunday
9:00 a.m. Service at
First Memorial Cliapcl 
4725 FalaiseCres. Royal Oak 
I’ASTOIl HON KOCH 38.3-7077 
Church office 6.56-2721












Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30 a.m. Saturday Stuay 
11:00 a.m. Worship '
7:30 p.m. Wednesday Prayer; 
ALL ARE WELCOME 





AHSEMniA' OF GOD 
9162 E, Saanich Hd. 
Rev. E.C. Harper
SnndaySchonI 9:45n,m, 
Evaiigeli,Stic Service 7:00 p.m. 
3'uoi5day
vST. STEPHEN’S 
9.00 n.m. Holy Communion
n,15 a.m. The Horseman’s
Service
Seats provided for those who 
are unmounted,





3rd St. Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon 
R.OOa.m. Holy Communion 




Bible .Study 7:30 p.m,
Morning Worship 11,00 a,m. 








Proycr HLPmiio Wtxinowmvb.OOp.m 






0,4.5 a.m, Sunday Bible School 
tt onn m "I,over Freedom
frnrn T’lretense" 
7.»)(ip.m, "Mosesand the 
Golden Calf"
Sunday
0:.30 a.m, The Lord’s Supper 
11:00 n.m, Family Bible 
Hour and Sunday School
7 M) p.m, Evening Service
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH 
Patricia Bay ,
ROthAnniversary: , 
10.(W)a.m. Chora! Communion 
Rector Rev Uotert Sansom 
656-4870 656-5322
MEMORIAL GIFTS




8 p,m. Prayer & Bible Study
ara an appraclalat) mark o( raapaci 
uaac) axclualvaly (or fanaarrh, anil 
ihoiild ba (aken, or millart to B57 
Calodonia Avanun, Victoria. Carrli ara 
aant to tha baroavad anti an ottlolal 
, recalpi l&iuad lo tha donor.
FOURSQUARE 
GOSPEL CHURCH
9925 - 6t,hSt. 66S-:!54'1 
|lev, K.W. Hidgway, Pu.stor 
We invite you to altciid and- 
enjoy (he teneliing frotii God’s 
word and (he ministrydf the 
Holy Spirit.
Thursday, June (1,
7.30 p.m, Rev. & Mrsi .lohn 

















(tUB I.AnY DF THE 
ASSUMPTION'
7726 W.Sannieh Road 
.Saturday Mass 8 p.m.
Sunday Mass 9a.m.
Pastor Darrel F ddy,; 6.56-5012
ST. El.IZABF/ni’S CIHIRCII 
KKHO Third St, Sidney 
Sunday Masren: 10.15
Weekday MasistLS 
Tiu'iulay toFriday 7.30 a,m,
SIDNEY AND NOimi 
SAANICH 
Bov. It. Horl Prati 
Church Office - 6.56 3213 
Manse - 656-19.30 
ST, JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
.Service of Worship 9,30 a.m,
ST-PAUL’S SIDNEY 
Serviceoi Wof.sh'ip ILOOa.ni. 
Sunday .School 11.00a m, 
CENTIlAi. SAANICH 
UNITED CHURCHES 
Rev, John M. 'Wood, B,A.» 
amreh Office 652-2713 
Manse 652 ■';,74rt
SHADY CREEK. 7160 East 
.Saanich Road
Family Service and 
Sunday SchiMil 9:45 a,m.
: WBCAIIE
DedIcfttiMj to Sorvico 
uonislblo priow
Your 8lx community chnpola











The largest IndftiMmdcnt, fam­
ily owned ami controlled cliain 
.in Canada, .Samte htnee 1912, 
■You arc welcome la come in 
lo any of our chapeU and see 
the raverent Burrounjing®,







MacLeods Family Shopping Centre 
SIDNEY B.C.
H('<iuir(‘s two full time employees 
One male and one female 
Your written Hesume required by 
June7. I!t71
toF.O. Box 2:507, 
Sidney, B.C.
ANNUAL INSPECTION of 676 Squadron took place June 1. Left to right: David Parlby, Sidney 
Wn^men Club; Warrant Officer Dan Tomsett, parade NCO; Roy MacMinn, B.C. Air Cadet 
Provincial Committee; Rear Admiral R.J. Pickford.
Eckankar Movement Followers 
Will Meet This Weekend In Victoria
By PAT MANNING 
Special to The Sidney Review
An anticipated 2,000 followers 
and seekers of the Eckankar 
movement will assemble at the 
McPherson Playhouse Theatre 
this weekend, Kit Crawley, 
Sidney area representative told 
The Review Tuesday.
The seminar is one of four 
main seminars held each year. 
Usually they are held in a large 
city, two on the West Coast, one in 
the mid-west and one on the East 
Coast. However, it was decided 
Victoria was “a beautiful place to 
have a seminar” and the spiritual 
climate here was open to such a 
-conferenced; ^ d' d;;; ■'
Eckankar is known as the 
ancient science of soul travel. 
Crawley said the purpose is to 
inform and educate not to con­
vince or convert. He said it is not 
a religion or philosophy but 
rather a direct path to God.
Present at the seminar will be 
Sri Darwin Gross, the living Eck 
Master who is considered by his 
followers as “the highest 
spiritual representative of the 
God state available to man 
today.”
Gross is the second spiritual 
leader of the followers of the Eck 
movement, which was introduced 
to the West in 1966 by Paul 
Twitchell, the first Eck master to 
come from the West.
Crawley said the teachings of 
the Eckankar movement first 
surfaced and became available to 
the public in 1965. Previous lo 
that, the teachings had been 
.passed from master to disciple on 
a verbal one-to-one basis in the 
East,
He iK'rsonally became involved 
with the movement about three 
years ago after reading 'I’he 
Tiger’s Fang by Paul Twitcliell,
“1 was amazed at the honesty 
of the book," he .said.
He said he had explored dif­
ferent religions and philosophies 
but was "pretty disappointed". 
In fact, he said, he had given up,
But the “‘frank and honest 
way” in which The Tiger’s Fang 
was written led him to look more 
deeply at the Eckankar 
movement and “I found it was: 
real”.
Both he and his wife became 
involved about the same time and 
joined the centre in Victoria 
where at present about 90 people 
attend. Recently they have 
opened a centre in Sidney on 
Fourth St. behind the post office.
We live in the area and when 
we saw the little place on Fourth 
St. with a reasonable rent we felt 
it vt'buld be right to open a centre 
there, said Crawley.
There are 12 followers and 
many interested people- who 
attend the Thursday night 
meetings, he added.
“We have had a pretty good 
response.”
Crawley said basically the idea 
behind Eckankar was to explain 
to people what they are composed 
of —- that is, the ‘why’ and ‘how’ 
they function here on the physical 
plane. What is taught is that man 
is composed of five bodies, the 
Eissence of which is the soul-body, 
the essential self, which goes 
round and round on the wheel of 
birth and death,
With the assistance of the living 
Eck Master (who is also an inner 
master) a person is taught to 
leave the body behind and travel 
in soul-body. He sees there is an 
existence beyond death and gains 
insight to build up experience on 
a higher plane.
This ability to leave the boily is 
why Eckankar is known as the 
seionee of soul travel. Crawley 
said.
Followers from all over the 
world will be coming to the 
semimir festival in V^ietoria this 
weekend, Crawley .said while 
Gross was the essentiiil part of 
Hie seminiir there would also be 
many “incredible” people 
S|,K,taking and iniiny musicians
“for there is a lot of music in 
Eckankar.”
It will be a very big happening 
for those in the Eckankar 
movement as well as for those 




Central .Saanich now 5:i00 will 
follow what Growth Flan? A 
Municipal Community Plan 
for ‘25000?
A Regional "A” for 1 1700?
A Regional "B” for 81100? 
These are all separate growth 
forecasts for the year 2000. 
Why such a dearth of liaison at 
Municipal and Regional level? 
Planning began over two 
years ago for both. .Not­
withstanding sage opinion of 
local politicals if we can 
redistribule assessments on a 
broad<‘r ri>giunal basis (as is 
apparently attended) and 
direct population growth to 
the Highland Mills then I 
suggest Central .Saanich 
Eleciorales' desire to 
maintain their rural 
residential peace on the 
present Agricultural basewill 
be met. (live us HilOO for 2000 
A.i),





















ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
1005 E. Saanich Rd. ' 652-2411
______^.jy.Lw. ..Sj'()r(? Hours 0-5 Monday Thru Hrit
Ka'wcisaki 
ICS 125CC
To The Electors Of
Central Saanich
On June 22nd 
Me
©riduroe
Dual purpose charger. 






I feel 1 would be a responsible director to represent you on the 
Capital Regional Board, though meeting my important 




:(230 Douglas St. 383-952.S





YOUR LOCALLY OWNED DRUG STORE
LISTER! -i oz. Free Bonus Pak. with 12 oz. size ....





REVLON FLEX Ilnlsatn & Protein 12 oz.
BRONZTAN tan lotion. just right for the beach.










June 5 to 
June 8
In your Friendly Sidney 
Safeway Store We Reserve 
the Right to Limit Quantities.
Milk Powder
Lucerne Brand 
5 ib. poly bag..
Whole Tomatoes




Empress Brand Regular 
or Chunky 48 oz. tin.....
^anor House Brand Ported Variety 
lloz. pkg.
Canterbury Brand: 
13 oz. jar.. . . . . . . . .
...OANAPA Ml A IM.C.WY A V , I.CIVI nr ,,





In Victoria, B.C. on June 2. 
1974, Mrs. Phyllis Pearson 
Kirkness, age 94 years.
Born in Liverpool, England', 
and had been a resident for the 
past several years, late residence 
10119 Third Street. She leaves het; 
husband Ed, at home, brother. 
Hugh Twist, Duncan, B.C. Nieces 
and nephews. '
The late Mrs. Kirkness was a 
member of the Sidney Silver 
Threads and a member of the 
O.A.P. Sidney Branch No. 25.
Service was held in the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C. on Tuesday, June 4, 1974, 
Rev. R.H. Pratt officiated. 
Cremation. Flowers gratefully 
declined. Those so desiring may 
contribute to the B.C. Heart 
Foundation, 402-612 View Street. 
Victoria, B.C.
LADIES UP IN ARMS 
OVER DITCH
Two North Saanich women are 
conducting their own personal 
campaign to protect their 
property from further erosion 
caused by flooding waters in a 
ditch and to protect children 
playing around the ditch.
Mary Watt of 1175 Cloake Hill 
Road arid Noreen Teague, her 
next door neighbour) have taken 
their complaint to North Saanich 
council and to Mayor Paul Grieve 
about a drainage ditch between 
their properties which at times 
runs as deep as five feet.
The ditch, which is on a 
municipal right-of-way, was dug 
by the municipality, in the late 
summer. At that time it was only 
about two feet deep. With the 
melting snow in Spring, water 
flooded down off Cloake Hill 
through the ditch in torrents 
washing earth away with it. 
“Since they dug the ditch it has 
; more than doubled in width and 
} depth,” said Teague.
She pointed out the land was 
eroding unddlneath the Watt’s 
car back-up and water was 
seeping under the driveway at 
their own house. Eventually she 
feels water will wash completely 
over their driveway. In late 
Spring it causes extremely icy 
conditions on their driveway and
on the road.
In February North Saanich 
council approved a motion to 
ease conditions by putting in a 
flume but Watt was recently- 
informed by Mayor Grieve that 
the project was cancelled due to 
expenditure of funds on Mc­
Donald Park Road.
Teague said she and her 
husband would personally spend 
the money to fix the ditch but 
their hands were tied because it 
is municipal property.
“They can cover up the ditch 
and we’ll take over,” she said.
Watt said one- of her chief 
concerns was the danger to young 
children the deep ditch posed.
“If they fall off our car back-up 
they could kill themselves,” she 
exclaimed. “Must I wait until a 
child falls in before anything will 
be done?”
Mayor Grieve’s only 
suggestion, said Watt, w’as to put 
up a fence.











Our milii-in .servic.i; li.is proviMi 
so iropular with .motorists. \vi;'ro pru- 
pariui to n'coi'ro your limihul tirivcr's 
cortifioati; application form as iatir as 
Jimo 1.5th.Just sign ami ilatc ii -vvimri; 
imlicatcnl tlummail it along with a 
a;h(U]U(:- or inonc.v'ordctr for tho prmn- 
ium amount shown.AVo'll quickly 
validato your cmrlificale and roturn it 
■ to you.
If A-QU: hax'un't r(u;i;i\'ad 'yoUr;' 
application formdn the niail a'oucan,,, 
g(;t ydur driver's ci;rtific:ate Iry ttikingv
your driv(u-'s licence to any .Mc'itor 
\’oh;clc Licence Officf'.
Remember, you'll need both a 
driver'.s licence and a driver's certifi­
cate as of luly 1st.
Lor inoru iniormation call your 
.•\iitoi)ian Information Gitntn; at 
r)r)5-2Ht)(). outsidt,' V'ancoiwi'r pall, 
icllect.
THE iSSUSASCE CORPORATION|J OF 0R!T»SM COi-UVSIA ,
your insurance company
SIDNEY'S SUPER LOT
' ' *'■'^,1?'^ '' " ? t T' » i<'Am ■■f- fc*-?- J. ’■ ,,‘A , ...
'"■wia -*«
. I • -it'-'Ml
SUPER-LOT
USED CARS S TRUCKS
- m,--w 'v liii" TOYOTAS
itt'.'t TOYOTA 1(10(1 4 Dr, sedan, Auto., 
low mileage.
HITJ CELICA S.T. 4 sp(!0d, AM, FM 
radio, RadiaIs
It17:t CEIJCA Auto, AM.pM Radio, 
Radials.
1972 CORONA 4 Dr. 4-8peed, Radio 
1972 COUOLI.A 1200 Coupe, 4 speed.
1971 (:OROLL.\ 1600 4 Dr, 4- 
Radio,
IMPORTS
107'4 DATSl'N eiO 2 Dr, Ht, 4-SJie(.'d, 
1972 HENAl'LT S.VV, H12 4 spocfd 
Radio,.
1972 ALFA ROMEO BERLIN'A 4 Dr. 
5 speed radio, Radials 
1972 CRICKET 4 Dr, 4 speed, Radio,
1970 DATSL’N .MO 2 Dr, 4*s.pccd, Radio
DOMESTIC SEDANS AND STATION WAGONS
it'S' not iysf o car.«Jt's o legendll
19711 A.MC MAT.ADOR 4-Dr, Sedan, V-8, 
Full power,
1972 MALHTU 4-Dr: Sedan. V-8 Full 
po.wer.,'
1971 MONTEGO BRODGIIAM S.W. 9 
pa.ss,, V-E, auto, Full Power.
1971 COMET 4 Dr, Sedan V-8, auto, Full 
Power.
1969 FAIRLAN’E S.W. V-ft nuto. Full 
power,
IW9 DODGE CORONET 2 Dr. Coupe, 
V-8. auto, ..
SporH Coup®





ALFA ROMEO 'BERLINA'' ' . ■ ■ ■ ■'(
Fomlly Sadoiii
• 2000 C(C Double Cnm Engine
• Delude Family Interior
• Safety Features Thronpibout 
« Remarkable -Hoad Holding
Helinble High. Performance.,
METRO ALFA ROMEO SALES *56-2821
656-4311
nm PONTI.AC LACRENTIAN' v-8. 
Auto , Fill I*ower
• r.**. ‘ Alloy |»>.
TRUCKS
1973 FORD FKIO V-8, Auto. Full power. 
1972 G.,M.C, SUm nnAN TON. 1 
wlieel drive, V-m, auto, Full i’ower, 
1972 MAZDA, 4 speed. Radio.
1971 CDEV S TON. V-8. autO, full 
fKiwer,
>9791’OR!) TON, V-fl, 4-SlM)ed360 V-S, 
Rfulio,
CAMPERS & TRAILERS
1972 DODG2 M TON VANS, V-8. (Ulto, 
ld(‘.ai for Camper
1974 - J3’ OKANAGAN TRAD.ERS, 
From $2.295.M all options available 
Funiaee, oven, fridpe ete
1974 OKANAGAN ' S''"CAMFERB 'lor 
Import Tnieks all optionn nvoUnhle 
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BY BRUCE OBEE 
A change, in the Canadian 
public’s attitude is needed to curb 
inflation, says Esquimalt- 
Saanich MP Donald Munro.
Munro, who won the 
Esquimalt-Saanich seat for the
What do you think of the Victoria Dailies being published again
Conservatives in 1972, visited The 
Review office with his campaign 
manager Edith Gunning last 
week.
Under the present Liberal 
government inflation has gotten 
“out of hand,” Munro said adding 
60 per cent of Canada’s inflation 
is created in the coimtrv
Recycling Waste Materials No Problem,
l’ ' %A- ■
■ "Hi * "W
.....J
Recycling household wastes 
may appear to be a chore, but 
once it becomes a habit the 
procedures are easy.
Newspapers, when junked, are 
bulky in a garbage bag, but take 
up little room in a basement. 
With used newspapers in your 
hand it’s then only a matter of 
changing direction from the 
garbage bag to the newspaper 
pile.
When a few weeks’ newspapers
have accumulated they need tc 
be folded in half, tied tightly and 
taken to the pickup point. 
Magazines can also be tied in a 
separate pile.
Tins probably apixuir to be tlie 
greatest problem as they must be 
cleaned and flattened. But most 




Quite honestly it 
doesn’t make any dif­
ference to me.
We’ve not renewed 
our subscription.
We’ve been without a 
paper for six months 
and we get our Review 
every week.
That’s enough for us.
PATTY MCKNIGHT 
745 Ardmore Dr.
I think it’s good the 
Victoria dailies are 
back but I would like to 
see a continuation of a 
paper like the Express.
There opinions were 
expressed freely.
There was a team 
feeling - a feeling of a 





I think it is nice the 
Victoria dailies are 
being published again.
A lot of people were 
asking for them and 
waiting for them to 
come back.
I’m glad they’re back.
LARRY
gudmundson 
2193 James White Blyd.
I’m very pleased to 
‘have the Colonist back.
That’s my favourite 
newspaper.
I’ve taken it for 25 
years and I missed it 
when it was gone.
Yes, definitely I’m 
glad they’re back.
D. GALLAGHER 
2241 Jame.4 White Blvd.
I’m glad Uiey're being 
published again.
However, I took The 
Province during the 
.slrike.
1 had il delivered to 
the door every day.
It didn’t really make 
too much diiierence to 
me Uiat the Victoria 
dollies w 0 r e n ’ t 
publibhiiig, I,
' BRIAN ROZEE 
General Delivery 
Sidney
Oh, I think it’s great.
I missed them.
This town needs local 
news daily.
Hopefully you can fihd 
the news in this fast 
moving city.
Donald Munro
Munro described Canada’s 
inflation as “self-generating” 
saying many Canadians are 
“buying futures” under “in­
flationary expectations.”
Canadians will always be faced 
with increasing foreign costs, he 
said, “But we do not have to put 
up with the consequences of our 
own idiocy.”
Munro suggests the initiation of 
a price; and income policy, by 
which wages and prices would be 
frozen for 90 days, as a beginning 
to finding a solution to the 
national inflation problem.
90 DAY FREEBIE
A 90-day freeze on prices and 
wages would allow contributors 
to the Canadian economy time to 
“stop and work out guidelines’’ 
for future policies, he said.
Many Canadians on fixed in­
comes are “way behind” and new 
monetary policies should b«*- 
designed to provide some tax 
relief for pensioners,” he said.
“A number of classes of people 
will be allowed to catch up,” He 
said, “We’ve got to get people 
back to feeling that there is a 
stability in the future.”
“Some people are doing well in 
inflation,” he said, “The Liberal 
government has been leading 
inflation. It’s not a Liberal 
government, they’re libera! 
spenders.”
A price and incomes policy 
would allow our legislators time 
to “stop and reflect” on “what it 
is we need to spend money on,” 
Munro said.
Edith Gunning
Cripitnl oxpendituroH such as 
“$50,000 a ycor" for the 
remodelling of Prime Minister 
Pierre Trudeau's home and 
“oxhorbltnnl'' consullnnl's fees 
llhintrate the “neglect and 
disregard of the present 




Mortgage interest rates shmilfi 
also ho cut down, ho said, adding ^ 
"nolHuly” can ftu'o eiirront rates, 
Miinro told The Uevlew the 
average annual increase in costa 
of running the country In 
Dolfenhakor years was $510 
million,
In Pearson year.'} it was
million, hi' "uw\, i'.nd under
Trudeau it's Is’cn $2,600 million.
If Trudeau is allowed to con­
tinue, by 197(1 ho will have spent 
more mofiey than 'Wlt prt'cedtng 
governments together, he said, 
The present government’s 
moneUiry policies are ’’leading 
iiH Into deeper and deeper 
trouble," .Munro said 
Consorvalive Le.adc*r Robert 
Stannekl is the “only one who’s 
goto posilive program," ho said.
When the tin is opened it should 
be rinsed and, the paper label
removed. Don’t put it in the 
garbage can. Remove both ends, 
put on your best stomping shoes, 
and flatten the tin by jumping 
thereon.
This routine fits in easily with 
other kitchen activities and 
doesn't involve any onerous or 
messy chores.
Bottles and jars are easier than 
tins as they usually aren’t as 
messy. In most cases they just
need rinsing and storing. Caps, 
corks or plastic decorations 
should be removed. Bottles are 
accepted loose and the main 
problem is storage between visits 
to the recycling depot. Try boxes.
Recycling returns to Saanich 
Peninsula June 8 at North 
Saanich municipal yard, 1620 
Mills Road. The depot will be 
open every second Saturday 




organized by Tlie Pistrkt Nortli Sdoiiicli Miiiiicipollty.
: &: tegioiioi^ecyclifif:
WHEN; EVERY 2nd SATURDAY:
: sTARxmG JUNE :::i
■■
:iro:m ■ :i O'0 pip:;








other paper free from plastic, wax, and metal-foil coverings.
bottles & jors clean, free from metal and plastic.
tin coins rinsed, without paper fabels, both ends removed and the can flattened.
HOW YOU CAN HELP





“CopB" Hlarrhig Biiator Kcoton




“Rig Momenta From Littlo TMcturcH" starring Will Rogers,
"ThoMomtor" starring Lon Chancy, Gertrude Glmsted. Hallain Cooley and 
Edward MeWade
Snliirilny, .June 8
“The Ballooivntic" starring Buster Keaton and Phyllis Haver 
“The Unholy Three” starring I.on Chaney, Mae Rush, Victor McLaglen and 
Harry Earles,
Sunday, .June 9
“Onti Week” starring Buster Keaton and Sybil Seely
“Wt'Bl of Zanzibar” starring 1,on Chaney, Lionel Barrymore, “Mary Nolan and
.
'’I'"
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RCMP ‘LOST AND 
FOUND’ ARTICLES
The following articles have 
been turned in to the Sidney 
Detachment as ‘found property’ 
and can be claimed by the owners 
upon identification at the Sidney 
RCMP office.




(5) sports car cover




MADE LOCALLY - ANY SIZE
We measure and install at no extra charge
SIDNEY GLASS
2384 Beacon Ave, 656-1313|
CHARBROILED STEAKS 
Beacon Plaza Sidney
m THE HEART OF DOWHTOWH VAHCBUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
FISHERMEN’S WHARF AT ALL BAY was one of the 
subjects painted by peninsula artists last week. Others 
were Patricia Bay, the federal government experi­
mental farm, a barn at Mount Newton Crossroad and 
Wallace Drive, and Tsehum Harbour. The five-day 
watercolourworkshop was directed by Richard Yip who 
has held workshops in many areas of the United States, 
Mexico, and Hawaii. Last week was his first trip to 
Canada and arts and crafts club members are hopeful 
he’ll come again. The club is also hoping to spend a day 
in Seattle July 30 for the 107th annual watercolour 
society exhibition — North America’s best-known 
watercolour display. Some 50 paintings will be shown.
North Saanich Mayor Paul 
Grieve is a vegetarian.
There were 31 harbour seals 
perched on a rock in Tsehum 
Harbour directly across from 
Van Isle Marina last Saturday. 
The rock is a favouite sunning
spot for the seals and also a 
popular night spot at lov/ tide. On 






Joy Fippick, 2375 Alta Vista, 
Victoria, pleaded guilty to a 
reading of over .08 alcohol in his 
blood stream and was fined $350, 
in default 30 days.
Daniel itlahNeil, 9798 Seventh 
St. was found guilty of impaired 
driving and was fined $350, in 
default 30 days.
He was also found guilty of 
refusing to provide a breath 
sample and was fined $100, in 
default 15 days.
Glen Marks, 2143 Malavievv 
Ave., pleaded guilty to tho charge 
of theft under $200.
He was remanded for sen­
tencing.
WHAT'S NEW AT 
SIONEY RENTALS
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
June 6th to 3th
Looking for a new color TV set, or an extra black and white
set for your summer cottage? Eaton’s has some very special 
savings on our own Viking brand for three days only. Here’s 3 
of the specials ... with similar savings on yiking stereos, too!
Viking 2G” console color TV — 100 per cent solid state 
chassis; new automatic self-adjusting brightness, pre-set 
automatic tuning plus many other features. 669.00
Viking *26” color consolette TV — with Vik-O-Matic II control. 
Black Matrix picture tube, many extras, 528.00
Viking ’23" B & W consolette TV — Rapid-on, concentric fine
tuning, 5x3" speaker. . 189.95
Home Entertainment Centre. Main Floor,
Home Furnishings Building
EATON'S










JUST THE TIlihG TO SUM TiiOSt WINTER JlirS 
low COST REMTftL TOO
RENT IT OR BUY IT AT
Sealed huiders clearly marked "Tender for 
District of North 'lanich Contract No, 74-1" wilt 1»' 
received by tlie District of Norlii Saanicij at their oL 
fiees at V(i‘20Mllls Hoad. Sidney, B,(’., iip lo I.mio I’.M, 
ondth June, l»7Twhen they will beo[x‘necl in pul)lie.
The work consists of the roconslnicllon of Mc­
Donald PiU'k Hoa(|, Ijctwcen liesthaven Drive and 
Hlgljway No, 17. The section l)0tween Ucstlmven Drive 
and llayfield Hoad will be constnicled lo a JiVloot 
width with curh.s and gutters; between Bayfield Hoad 
and Highway No, 17 McDonald Pai'k Hoad will be 
construeled to a ‘21-foot widllj with open ditehe.s,
Speeifieations, General Conditions of Contract, 
l-'orm of Tender and all other docurnent.s and drawing.s, 
may be seen on or after 27\h May, 1974 at the offices of 
Ker, I'riesiman & Associates l,,td., 400 • 11110 Dougla.s 
Street, Viclorin, B.C. and Suite *2,14019 ■ 108th Avenue, 
Surrey, B,C.; at the offices of Construction Association 
of Victoria, the Amalgamatc<l Construction 
Association of H C in Vanemiver; and the Industrial 
Constrnetion Centre in Burnaliy, B,C, Copies may then 
1m.‘ oldained from Hue Victoria office of Ker, Prieslman 
& Ltd, piT |M,v nuTit of $10 for v'.u'b cop;.'
r«Y|uested and is not refundalde,
1'lie lowest or tiny tender will not necessarily he 
accepted,
IT F. Fairs, 
Clerk, , 
District of North Saanich
9773 Fifth St, 656-2912
l-'ile No. 881 
May, 1974,
ANNUITIES
Guarantee a prime investment return and tax advantages 
for immediate retirement income.
Call Vernon L. Hembling, C.L.U.
HARBORO mSURAMCE ..TO.
Insurance Is Our Business Not a Sideline 
1*220 Broad Street 380-8441
FRED TURNER 
SERVICES
provides spacious new 
accommodation with fully 
equipped kitchens, cable 
TV, phone, free parking 
and view balconies. All this 
for $10.00 single and $4.00 
per additional guest with 
complimentary coffee and 
tea service for your added 
enjoyment. On your next 
visit to Vancouver stay 
downtown at the Mayfair 
Hotel located at Hornby 
and Robson Streets.
For reservations, write to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
84S Hornbv St. Vancouver 1, B.C. o*" **hono oraa 404-6B7-4751.
AT SIDNEY TIRE
. ... , Vwri J
★ B.F. GOODRICH,
p 1^ . -
FRED HELPS US LIVE UP TO OUR SERVICE AFTER 
SALES REPUTATION-COME AND SEE US SOON
OUR ROAD IS OPEN I 
THAT IS MAYBE
AND WE BALANCE 
DYNAMICALLY
. V..-^
BOATS«MOTORS•TRAILERSSALES • PARTS • SERVICE 
2238 HARBOUR ROAD, SIDNEY, B.C./(60-1) 656-3167
9817 Resthaven
Sidney
GET TO KNOW THE GREAT OUTDOORS , . . A FANTASTIC EXPERIENCE!
IT WON’T BE EASY YOU 1.1. COME BACK 
A NEW PERSON YOU WILL 
DISCOVER YOURSELF
juiy r ji,ii »'ti ij .itJy HiV,'.; Aijr.ti I'.', .1
YM-YWCA
880 COURTNEY STREET.
V VICTORIA. B.C..* 3Bly7bn
. . imwliiin iiwiii i»ii iiiiiiiii n .nil inmin nmn     mn-ai'i
□
C»mp Tf»uftrt*rWt(l: !)i!is • fl ■ i ;i i .Kii'i! ;h! ■ .iny f,
Auo 3. b, iViiq. .1 ' Aui; l i'.h AuQ Hi - Ai.-g ('4, , ” ■ ^
VVillHifntiil IH C.fi tM ■ Atjl’i 1 'I UV Cl.iviKliifll So.iiui Jiiiv ? ‘ ^ W-'-.! Cddi,! 11ivi • .itilv 1 h ' ?(>. -'ll 9i-ifuf'it r'ii.’ii ■ Aug b ■ Jft
CounspllflHn Tf»iMi\a t’li'L .July i iT llCiy:, Jiiiv *3 A:,rj .M nu^ tii'Uu)r on
NAME
CAMPTHUNDEnomD 
WILDERNt-SS HI . ni l ■
COUNSELLOR IN TRAINING PHOM - ZIP
M'.) ;'iii c
WIM > •« l»M fw*. ■ l-IHXMm
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Saanich Peninsula Fishing in The Review
Page 9
The hot spots for peninsula 
fishermen during the past week 
appear to be on the eastern side 
off Fairfax Point and James 
Island.
Bob Whyte, of All Bay Marina, 
reports lots of spring salmon up 
to 20 pounds. Whole minnows or 
herring seems best off Fairfax 
and super strip has been good 
bait around James Island.
The springs are a little smaller
The Grassroots Theatre Company of Parkland Secondary School
presents
on the' western side of the 
peninsula, normally about five' 
pounds, says Paul Whillans of 
Gilbert’s Marina.
Strip and minnows or cripple K, 
with or without flashers are the 
popular lures at the moment, he 
said, and the most productive
areas are Coles Bay and Hen­
derson Point.
Bruce Bateman, of Brentwood 
Boat Rentals, told The Review a 
23-pounder was hauled in by Mrs. 
Doris Wood of Victoria. She was 
using strip.
There’s been a good run of 
small coho and bluebacks, which






FILTERED SOFT WATER 
HELP YOU FIGHT THE 
HIGH COST OF 
LIVING!
You’ll save on soaps, 
detergents, shampoos, 
clothes, water heating 
costs, repair bills, 
and frazzled nerves.
In June, more than any other 
time of the year, the largest 
variety of fresh fish and fish 
products are available to British 
Columbia consumers. Many of 
these products are still a better 
buy than comparable protein 
substitutes. Even prepared fish 
products are less expensive than 
most other so-called convenience 
foods.
In these times of skyrocketting 
food prices you may be interested 
to know that...
- in British Columbia, prac­
tically anything from the sea is 
edible.
- when it comes to nutrition and 
taste, most species of seafood 
make a good buy,
- mussels, limpets and whelks
plus the familiar clams and 
oysters are usually available 
along coastal beaches, just for 
the taking.
- the marine resource industry 
in British Columbia makes an 
important contribution to our 
economy, employing ap­
proximately 15 thousand persons 
in this province.
- annual landed value of the 
harvested resource is nearing the 
$200 million dollar mark.
To direct attention of the public 
to the economic advantages of 
increasing our per capita con­
sumption of fisheries products, 
June has been proclaimed “Fish 
and Seafood Month in the 
Province of British Columbia.”
is unusual for this time of year, 
Bateman said.
One of the largest fish caught 
last week was a 27-pound spring 
salmon by Leslie Suzuki, 1908 
Hyde Park Place, on live herring, 
said Peter Jackman of Deep Cove 
Marina.
There’s been a steady run of 
spring in Satellite Channel and 
near Isabella Point, he said.
Fishing’s also pretty good 
around Wain Rock, which is 
marked just out of Deep Cove, he 
said, and fishermen have been 
catching the occasional blueback 
and lots of cod.
The best lures are hoochies, 
minnows or strip and people have 
been using up to two pounds of 
weight.
‘Ars EwBfssrsg With The
Grassroots Company"












at no cost or 
obli^tion!
The Sidney Review erred last 
week in stating former Central 
Saanich School Trustee Gordon 
Ewan has challenged Aid. Jean 
Butler for the municipality’s 
“aldermanic” seat in the June 22 
by-election.
The seat Ewan is seeking is the 
mayorality seat, left vacant by 
the death of Mayor Archie 
Galbraith.
In a prepared statement, Ewan 
told The Review he is “most 
reluctant to seek any public office 
again” but firmly believes “that 
acclamations are detrimental to 
the public interest”. ■
“In Central Saanich we are 
faced with some very crucial 
problerris regarding bur future as 
an autonomous community.
the machinations of 
the Capital District Regional' 
Board we are faced with the real 
and grave danger that we 
become a mere appendage to the
greedy, self-interested, core 
municipalities, a situation we 
seceded froi-n some 23 years ago 
when Central Saanich was 
constituted from the rural Ward 6 
of Saanich.
“The time has come for us to 
re-affirm that independence, 
which is our right to decide and to 
do for ourselves what we consider 
it best to do — to control our own 
destiny, ’ ’ Ewan said.
Ewan said he is not satisfied 
the interests of Central Saanich 
residents are being protected.
“Certainly, pur council has 
passed through a difficult period, 
but it is not evident that any 
leadership has emerged from 
within council itself,” he said.
“These matters require public 
debate and the public deserves a 
choice of alternativesV It’s 
looking more and more, as 
reluctant as I am, that I shall 




YOU ONLY GET A FEW CHANCES 
EACH YEAR
BEACON AVE; SIDNEY
MONDAY JUNE 10. 1974





Tickets dvciiiobie of 
the School
^eserwotions coil 656-5507
presenting two social comedies





ROCK MUSICAL u’ Parkland Theatre
10640 McDonald Park Rd., Sidney 




LOW COST — LOW LABOUR
THIS WEEK AT
OLD COUNTRY RENTALS
TWO MEN EREOED THIS 24' X- 40' STRUCTURE IN OllLV SEVEN HOUR HOURS.
PORTA-SHED
IdmI for Kinalln- temporary Nhelter noeils. Kuiilly erected by 
one man or two. Four Kimple parla: Hoof truNH and Kidewull 
I'oliimiis (with cleatM for wo(mI); end wall Niipport; and 





TRUCK SHELTER OUTINQ SHELTER
ALSO FOR SWIMMING POOL COVERS, CONSTRUCTION USES, BOAT BUILDERS.
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SIDNEYT.O.P.S. 
Eleven members from Sidney 
T.O.P.S. attended the Provincial 
Recognition Day held recently in 
Vancouver. The Queen from 
Comox had a weight loss of 150 
lbs. Total loss of the 1,200 
members present was 6,642V4 lbs.
• Baggy dress parade, and 
v/edding dress show were 
amongst the various activities 
presented. The P.R.D. will be 
held in Victoria in 1975.
T.O.P.S. No. 1914 Leader E. 
Woods, Phone: 656-3606 meets 
Mondays, 12:45 to 2:30 p.m. at St. 
Pauls United Church.
Queen of the nionth Gay Miller 
had a loss of 9 lbs.
T.O.P.S. No, 401 Leader C. 
Drysdale Ph: 656-5276 meets 
Monday 7:30 to9 p.m, at Kinsmen 
Health Center (rear entrance), 
Pat McCullough gave a Yoga 
demonstration and talk at the last 
meeting.
■ t,. ’’n t :
A BEVY OF LOVELY GIRLS and smart fashions evening at 7:30. Pictured are Kim Philp, Sylvia 
will be featured at Parkland School on Monday Russell, Kathy Salt and Debbie Orr.
Although fewer members will 
be attending meetings during the 
summer months it is hoped as 
many as possible will attend as 
meetings will continue. T.O.P.S. 
No. 1927 Leader F. Mahoney Ph: 
656-4940 meets Wed. 7:30 to 9 p.m. 




North Saanich council has 
submitted a copy of its com­
munity plan to the capital 
regional board with a request 
that the board consult council 
before finally adopting its plan.
The report states that “full 
development of the plan” will 
lead to a population of 7,500 by
“It is contemplated that the 
present level of servicing should 
continue, “with some additions, 
for the life of the plan,” the report ' 
'-says. , .I'-,
": “All new subdivisions must 
now conforni to the same leyel of 
civil engineering required by 
Saanich, installed at the cost of 
the subdivider,” the report 
states, “There is little en­
thusiasm in the community for 
the upgrading of roads and other 
tlian Amity Drive 'and Wains 
Road, y no' major ■ rbadbuildihg^:
■ program is contemplated.” 
r In the submission council asWs 
the board for financial help and 
co-operation with septic disposal 
:.''systems:-,'/^,',X'.;':,,v 
If the population is to be limiited 
the mvmicipality is dependent 
upon domestic percolation 
disposal, council said.^^^^^
On the subject of recreation 
and parkland the report states:
‘ ‘The district is well served by 
approximately 400 acres of 
parkland. But a number of dense
residential zones are emerging, 
mostly on pre-incorporation 
subdivisions, and these areas are 
entirely lacking in recreation 
parks even in the form of a 
municipally-owned spare lot.
“The district’s capacity to 
acquire land is limited by the 
level of taxation that can be 
levied on farmlands and 
assistance for the acquisition of 




Now open — Under new 
ownership & management
Dining Room. Licensed Premises, 
Rooms in Lodge or Cottages.
(1 :J mile from Ferry terminal 
1 2 mile from Otter Bay Marina
(Pick up on request)
Don & Ann Fairweather 
629-3221
OF INTEREST TO YOU
Sidney Aid. Peter Malcolm and 
Central Saanich Aid. Zachari 
Hamilton have said they will 
resign if the Public Disclosures 

















10-6 Fri., 10-1 Sat.
477-1)561
I',' r: A revised schedule of water tolls will apply to water consumed after Ihe 
regular meter readings in mid-June 1971, The hi-moutlily tolls for 
Uesldeniial A (single family dwellings) will he:
First 4,000 gallons
4.001 to 10,000 gal, per 100 gal
10.001 to 20,000 gal, per 100 gal 





Amount Old Rate New Rate Amount Old Rate New Rate
4,000 gal $5.50 $ 6.50 30,000 gal $31.50 $ 78.70
10,000 gal 11.50 13.70 40,000 gal 41.50 128.70
20,000 gal 12.50 28.70 50,000 gal 51.50 178.70
Individual nntiees are being nialled to each consumer and also to con- 
snnu*i's ill classiiicatioiis oilier Ilian llesidenlial A who aKso vvill he af­
fected hv rale changes,
S.R. Gibbs, Secretary;
,mease note parllcnhirly the last figure, 50c per lOO gallons lor all water 
consumed over 20.000 gallons! that rate Is designed to discourage ex­
cessive consumption. If It Is successful there will he no resirlcMoits (his 
summer, As a guide, some comparative figures are given below - -
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fibreglass. He has now virtually 
finished the first replica.
“Mr. Newman told me he 
would like to try one of these 
out,” said Jcspersen, “If he can 
make it go faster than the 
original, which is slightly 
heavier, then he’ll row one of 
these in the race.”
Jespersen said Philbrook’s 
would likely have a number of the 
sleek pulling boats ready in time 
for the race this year. “They will 
be for sale," he said.
Judge Keates said the races 
will take place the Sattirday after 
.Ml Sidney Day. “This yetir the 
committee is inve.stigaling the 
idea of allowing canoes which tire 
propelled b\' paddles rather than
oars to enter special races.”
CANOE RACES
Keates suggested that if there 
is enough interest in racing 
canoes during the Rowing 
Review ho would see to it that 
regulations were amended ac­
cordingly. “Just phone the 
Sidney Review at 656-11.51 and 
leave your name with the editor. 
Once we have enough names 
weTl set up the races.”
The Review has learned that 
one or more naval whalers will be 
entering, as they have in past 
years. ll.MCS Malahat, which last 
year won the whaler trophy will 
again compete.
A Sidney whaler team is 
already undergoing a secret
training program said a 
spokesman. Their entry, called 
the JOSHUA PERLMUTTER, is 
a 27’ former World War Two 
whaler which last year almost 
sank during the stiff competition. 
“We think we may have fi.xed 
most of the lakes." said Bob 
Wallace, one of the oarsmen in 
the boat, “But we're putting in an 
extra pump just in case."
Bob Colewell, a Curteis Point 
resident, has been seen recently 
doing sprints across Canoe Cove 
Bay. So enthusiastic is he at his 
training program that he works 
out at thi'ee different periods 
during the day: morning, noon 
and just shortly before five in the 
evening.
WIDE SELECTION 






BOATBUILDER BENT JESPERSEN holds the 17 
foot replica of John Newman’s champion pulling 
dugout. Jespersen’s craft will weigh approximately
60 pounds when it is completed. .A teak gunwale is 
yet to be fitted as is a single seat. (Review jjhoto).
By Joshua Perlmutter 
A local boatyard has perfected 
what may be the fastest boat ever 
to compete in the Great Sidney 
Rowing Review.
Philbrook’s Boatyard un­
dertook to build a fibreglass 
replica of the famous John 
Newman’s 17 foot champion 
craft. Newman, who is 69 years 
old, has entered and won the past 
two years of open competition for 
craft up to 17 feet in length.
Naval architect William 
Garden and other members of the 
Judging committee conducted a 
number of tests on Newman’s 
homemade dugout which in­
cluded clocking the champion 
rower over a one mile course. His 
fastest speed was a record 
breaking 6.83 knots.
“We were astounded,” said 
official race judge Bert Keates. 
“In fact at one point Newman 
was pulling his boat at such a rate
that our own craft, a somewhat 
aged motor launch, was hard put 
to keep up to him. We finally had 
to ask him to slow down or we 
might have lost sight of him 
entirely.”
REPLICA FINISHED 
Bent Jespersen, a master 
shipwright with Philbrook’s 
boatyard, on hearing of 
Newman’s time in the test came 
to an agreement with Newman to 
build replica boats out of
Saanichton Fair Grounds 
Saturday, June 1st








I If you’ve got a problem Sid­
ney’s Community Action office at 
I 9768 First St. is there to try and 
I help.
I Counselling and consultation 
I service is available to anyone in 
I need of personal assistance with 
I regard Jo getting information or 
I ; guidance in all areas of question.
I i The service is unlimited and is 
I able to extend any possible aid or
support in any ; situation, in­
cluding personal, emotional or




Where legal information 
knowledge of your rights 
concerned the office
the following: :
— The Landlord Tenant Act. 
— The Family Relations Act. 
— The Social Assistance Act.
— Wage Collection and Labour 
Relations.





— Old age pension benefits.
--Babysitting, playschools 
and assistance to parents and 
children.
The office can be called at 656- 
3013 or 656-1489.
ROSE SHOW
MONDAY 17th JUNE 
St. .Andrew’s Church Hall 
E.vhihits by Members of Sidney & North Saanich 
Garden Club
1. One Bloom, While or Cream, H. T., Disbudded
2. One Bloom, Yellow or Yellow Blend, H. T., Disbudded
3. One Bloom, Pink or Pink Blend, H. T., Disbudded
4. One Bloom, Red, Disbudded
5. One Bloom, any other colour, H.T., Disbudded
6. Three H.T. Roses in Vase, 3varieties, Disbudded
7. One Stem Small-flowering Rose or Rambler type Climber, 
more blooms open. Bowl or vase.
8. One Flora Bunda —, Bowl or Vase 
9 One bowl or vase any other colour.
Please bring exhibits by 2.00 p.m.
The Public is cordially invited to view between the hours of 
2.00 p.m. to 1.00 p.m. and H.OO p.m. -10.00 p.m.
Admission F'ree
3 or





British Columbia Department of Labour
jMINIMUMmEJNeREAS^
A reminder to employees and employees, that ef­
fective June 3,1974 the General Minimum Wage in 
British Columbia increased as follows:
Mert Prices ^
T«®
Ours remain the same
C®iii© t® Mr.
7 OZ. Steak Baked Potmta | 
Salad Garlic Bread |
for only |
BEACON PLAZA SIONEY
Are you Interested in crafts, 
tennis, boating, camping, hiking, 
floor hoc-key, football, soccer . . ., 
just about any funtime activity? 
A summer fun program needs 
volunteers to teach and co­
ordinate activities for Sidney 
youth. Call Mona Herring: 387- 
5171.
$2.50 per hour for employees 18 years of age and
over,''- ,■'/ ■








Single parents - come join us 
for our parents night out on June 
15. Or do you like family picnics 
and beachcombing. A picnic is 
planned at a nearby beach, for 
June 16. Everyone in P.W.P 
works hard to lielp each other - 
oven work parties are fun when 
you’re with real friends Hope 
you'll visit us soon,
Just phone: 656-3228 or 656-44(’)2 
and II gladly (el! you wha( 
we’ve giiined from belonging to 
ILW.-' ^ ■ .
Further inquiries may be directed to your nearest 
office of the British Columbia Department of 
Labour or, directed to the Department of Labour, 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, British Columbia.
CHEF PIERRES
BUFFET
COME AND ENJOY A BUFFET LUNCH 
WEEK DAYS AT THE CHALET
GREAT VARIETY OF FRESH VEGETAIH.ES 
SEA FOOD > HOT OISHES - AIJ. COOKED IN 






Prriicf Carden - OMng i oume
Let Sears take care of your lawnroower, garden






Here’s what we do:
Glean mower 
Grind bedknife 
Grind and adjust reel 
Clieek wheel,s and bearings 
,Clieek engine
Overhaul Ignition system ... Includes coil 










Here’s what we do:
Glean 'mower ,■
SliiujHm and haliince
Overhaul ignilion system y.. Includes coil, 
condenser and |M)ints check on electronic




Clean air liUer 
Test mower




(larflen Sheorg nith 
Your Mower
Tune-Up y.
ACUmn AGiiiHMkid Knife * (Srlnd H«el
* Cliticlt VVlicel, r*awls and Httarlng








for Free Pick-up and Delivery
Charge It 00 your S(e»r»i All Purprwe AeeiwsR.
^ ' ' ' Simmons JiCAn.: Servlte Cbolru ^
Simpsons-Sears Ltd
V
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9-5 Monday thru Friday
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. Monday for Insertion Ihe same week. 
RATES; 25c(oreach (our words or less; minimum $1.00. 
Box numbers, 25c extra.
All fl(lver1lsem«nth must comply with the B,t. Human Riohls Act, 
whicli prohibits any adxertlsina because o( race, sex, rellQlon, color, 
nationality, ancestry or place of orlQln, or ago (bolwoen 4-1 and 6.S), 
unless the condition Is |ustHled by a Ixmallde requirement tor the
■Al7a^dverns1no will be sub|ect to the approval ol Review Pobllcalions 
Ltd,, which reserves Ihe riohl lo classlly, re|ecl or insert copy lur 
n'lslietl, at Its sole discretion.





'2 INTEREST IN RAWSON
ReabEstaie 
; For Sale: 3
Reallstate
SAANICH









2 Itodruoins on main, plu.s I 
down. l>'inisliod Rcc Hoorn. 
Boanlil'nl till .k I'tO lot. Only 
sooonds from Tiiiisla I’ark 




foi a faetorv (rained specialist 
plioiic (ir>(:-.$i 11
;i;ill7 - Till Slreel Sidm-v. H.C.
SILVER
.999 Pure Silver Bullion 
For financial growth 
and protection.
For information mail to 
C. S. M. Co. Ltd,
Box C, Sidney Review.
sail, motor. $5500.00. 383-5714.
26, full 
23-2
ADULT BOOKS, NOVELTIES, 
AAarital Aids. Free price list. Adelphi 
Books, Box 1866, Saskatoon, Sask. 5-tf
1971 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER SWB. 
4 wheel drive with locking hubs. 35,000 
miles. Just tuned. Offers above $3,000. 
656 4753. 23 2
INCOME TAX. Your personal Income 
Tax done in complete confidence at 
reasonable rates. Can Pick up 479-
1961.
22-1





Lwiitcd (111 Last .Saanich Hd. 
with views to the North. Prieej 




Beautifully treed, secluded, 
level. V-i ac. Drill a w'cll and he
indopendent $20,
Victoria 1057 Fort St. 386-2111 
, SIDNEY 656-3924
KETIKEMENTIIOIME 
Located only 1 block from 
Beacon Ave. 2 Bedrooms up 




Older well maintained 2 
bedroom basement home on a 
beautiful h ac, in Sidney. 
Clrow' your own vegetable.s 
and then some.
FAIMILY IIO.ME 
Spotless 3 bedroom full 
basement home. Finished rec 
room. 00' X 120' lot fully land- 





(Spanish) $395.00 or nearest offer; 
Antique w'.ardrobe, needs rofinishing 
$.12,00. Hoover upright vacuum; vinyl 
storage wardrobe; 2 chesterfield 
chairs with slip covers: 2 electric 
clocks; oak aresser; 74 in. electric 
range; large mirror in oak frame ; two 
mirrors; waffle iron; floor lamp; 
pl.anfer, card table, etc. 656-4845. 23-1
WHARFAGE
Available immediately short or long 
term $1.00per foot per month. Foriune 
Boat Co. Kingfisher AAarina, 2270 
Harbour Road, Sidney. 656 5591 or 656- 
5309. 22-2
BORN TO JILL AND PETER 
SWANNELLon June 2, 1974, at Rest 
Haven Hospital, a sister for 
Rosemary. 23-1
'73 VOLVO GL 142. Excellent con 
dilion. Fuel injection, overdrive. 1087 
Lands End Road. $4450.00. Phone 656- 
5765, 23 1
PLIMLEY — Ernie and Sandra are 
pleased to announce Ihe arrival of a 
daughter Pamela Laura, May 24, 1974. 
8 lbs. Sister for Janet. Father 
recovering slowly. Many thanks.to Dr. 
P.B. Walsh and nursing stalf qt Rest 
Hav-en Hospital. 23-1
* P ww <1 nT6Cf
14 FT, PLYWOOD BOAT with canopy. 
Fibreglass bottom, 2 cylinder inboard 





MACLEODS FAMILY SHOPPING 
CENTRE, Sidney, B.C. requires two 
full time employees. One male and 
one female. Your written Resume 
required by Juno 7, 1974 to P.O. Box 
2307, Sidney, B.C. 23-1
SECOND OWNER 1963 U S MODEL 
VALIANT Signet, two door hardtop, 
six automatic, radio, 56,000 miles. 
Excellent condition. Phone 656-4217 
after 5p.m. 22-tf
BOB AND MARILYNN LOUGHEED
are pleased to announce the arrival of 
their first born, a son, David Robert, 7 
lbs. 9'7 ozs. on May 17, 1974. Proud 
grandparents are Dorothy Lougheed; 
Stan and Joan Clark. Many thanks to 
Drs. Wniteside, M. Morrison, 
Warrander and the maternity staff at 




Lovely wiiterview homo with 
'e acre of land. 3 bedrooms, 
Nice (luiet area. Ml^S 7354. 
Asking $(10,000.
CHICKS — DUAL PURPOSE — 
Paymaster (Rhode island Red Cross), 
White Leghorns, White Rocks. Ship 
anywhere. NAPIER HATCHERY, 
22470 - 6-1th Avenue, R.R. 7, Langley, 
B.C, 534.6268. 7-t-'
WANTED, HOUSEKEEPER 
REQUIRED FOR Shoreacres Rest 
Home. 656-1727. 22-2
IN LOVING MEMORY OF my father, 
Artr. Sanford Findell,who passed away 
on June 4, 1970. Lovingly remembered 
by daughter and family — Mrs. 
Evelyn Paisley. 23-1
JANITOR 4 HOURS NIGHTLY.
Sidney Area. Own transportation. 
Phone 363-6153. 23-1
WANTED, TIMBER-ALL species 
including alder. Top prices paid. 478- 
2932. 6-tf
SPECIAL FOR SIDNEY and Brent­
wood, Sandy black loam. 7 yds. $45:00; 
old cow manure 7 yds. $40.00. 385-7220.
•22-4
PART-TIME HELP. Victoria Airport 
as car washer and jockey. Must have 
valid driver's license. 388-5525. 23-1
NEED HOME, mother and boy 12. 
Fabulous housekeeper. 656-5605. 23-1





; 21 1 / 3 ac, fSO X 12B0 ft,) on 
>Vam Road. Beautifully treed.
: Vandalizetl cottage that can 






-"..UNIQOE^N. SAANtCH ' .'y - 
y.y:y:':'y ■;:y;,\>VATEUFUONT,
Seldom offered: 440 ft. of 
warsu \Vest(y'n seafront, 3 ac, 
of secluded property with 
Iteauiiful trees. A good solid 
comfortable liiOO svp ft. 
Basement Imme, double 
garage, guest cottage, con­
crete pillared wharf and tiock^ 
Call us for details.
icM'.v'':--■
BUYING OR SELIJNG 
CALI.
S56-4(tOO k. DROST 63tt-2427




■ ■ • Mamliore'of 
Vietorla Real Eetat® Board 
and ^uldp!® Uatlns Servlc®.
2444 8@@c@n Av®. 
Sidney B.C. ; 656-1154 
; Waterfront Home 
; .y;OPEN HOUSEyy ; .:
1(1323 Resthaven Drive 
yyyy:y'ySatyjunei,T-5 PMyy'.y' 
Delightfui;y 2-storey fuHy^ 
ntpdernkeci y family home. 
Three bedrooms, full 
basementy Deluxe \v-\v ca rpe l 
tlVrbughout, lovely sandy 
lieacii. $79,500 (Ml^L 
Kir. El well;■'■■M77-393H:
SUBDIVIDE
1 Acre in the Ardmore area. .A 
superb piece of land. Asking 
$50,000,
$25,(100
Cute 2 bedroom cottage here 
in Sidnev. Close in, 51 x 140 lot.
FULLER BRUSH PRODUCTS 







WANTED, LIGHT, USED DINGHY 
with oars. Good condition. Phone 652- 
3815. 23-1
WATKINS PRODUCTS 
PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE 
NORMAN HULL 656-4938
46-tt
FIGHT INFLATION WITH A 
SECOND PAY CHEQUE. Pleasant 
workmeeting newcomers to your 
.area. Flexible hours. Car and 
typewriter necessary, Apply Box F, 
The Review'. 23.1

















2 acre property in North 
Saanich. 3 bedroom home.
yBarn, Fully fenced. Asking y y
■yy;;;- y-yy ,'$35^000,
■■yCali now:'y';y,y.y"y-,':y ;yi-y,yyyy,: ■
y .lohnUruev Bnsli5()-3'J2S
Rbsi «5G-2()23 y y or y t>56-(U51:
CLEANING HELP FOR NORTH 
SAANICH executive home. Approx, 
six hours every other week. Able to 
help polish antique furniture, brass 
etc. Own transportation. Please reply 
With references and salary expected 
to Box "A", Sidney Review. 22-2
MEN OR WOMEN interested in 
sales. Will train. Phone 656-5597. 7-tf
TRAILERS
Olde Towne Auctioneers 
584 Johnson St.,
Victoria, B.C,
We buy outright or , sell on con­
signment ail household goods; tools, 
etc, 383-9612; 383-5641, 9-tf
FENNELL’S 
TRAILER SUPPLIES
RESIDENTIAL PAINTING AND 
W AL LP A p E R1N G — reasonabl e 
prices . -: Interior, exterior, quality 
work, 592-6641 cr 592:6204. 21-3 Coming Events
RUSS' TRACTOR service, Rototilling , 







DEEP COVE 1.78 ACRES 
Scavkw lot neat' Madrona 
Drive, Gorgeous trees yet 
room to build with minimum 
clearing, 250x311 of real 
beauty, (MLS)
MORNING- NIGHT - OU NOON 
The view is breathtaking bii 2 
iHumtiful acres high above Elk 
y Lake, This lovely elder home has 
large living room, dining room, 
kitchen, 3 bedrooms, (itility. don. 
Ik bathrooms, full basement 
with delightful rec. rtK>m Treed 
border provides park-like 
seciuston. All tor
“WATERFRONT LOT" 
Lands End Road 
Lovely treed lot of ,9 acre, 
with 123 ft. of beach frontage. 
V’iped water cotmection 
available. $50,000.
Mr. Elweir 477-3088
;;y.' BUSINESS-OPPORTUNITY, y^; 
Small ycouhtry grocery; store 
located in Saanich Peninsula 
area. Store, plus3 bedroom living 
accommodalion. Living room 
with Fireplace and sundeck off to 
take ad\'antnge of view, this is a 
good;; family type operation 
showing a steady return in a 
growing area. Good financing 
available on asking price of 
y''$82.500'"
For further information eail 
U, Wostgate 553-3423 
W,A.Hooker 352-3334
‘‘Vancouver island’s: most 
yy complete suppiy of y 
Trailer-Camper Parts” 
Propane Refilling- y 
' Profiled Aluminum '




MATURE ENGLISH LADYwishes 
dally housekeeping fo retired lady or 
genfleman. References. 656-5694.; 23-1
ART SHOW FROM WINDSOR UTLY 
k EM IN AR,Styy Joph's; : Church , : opy 
posite Deep Cove School, West 
Saanich Rd., June 2 -9. Sundays I ,- 5 
R.M.; Weekdays, 11 -a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Eleven adults in attendance. 22-2
DECEASED
CREDITORS AND OTHERS 
having claims against the Estate 
of IS.ABELLA DOUGLAS OR- 
CHIESON, late of 2519 Rothesay 
Ave., Sidney, B.C., deceased, 
who died at Sidney, B.C. on May 
12thyl974, are hereby required to 
send them properly verified to 
the undersigned Executor. P.O. 
Box 2187, Sidney, B.C. before the 
15th. day of July, 1974, after 
which date the assets of the said 
estate will be distributed having 
regard only to claims that have 
been received., AND further 
take :notice that ALL, ) persons 
indebted to the estate of the said 
ISABELLA DOUGLAS OR- 
GHIESON, Deceased, are 
requiredy toy pay y their in- 










GENERAL CLEANING, SIDNEY 
AREA, fsix hours,'dally. Own tran- 
sportatioiL Phonu 656.1706. ,; 23-V'
BIRTHDAY TEA, BAKE SALE and 
Penny Social, K. of P. Hall. Saturday. ' 
June 8 at 2 p.m. Sponsored by Pythian, 
Sisters, :,, 22-2,.
REPAIRS
6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY. 
652-2511
CAREY'S CLEAN-UP. Expert clean­
up, of yards and basements. 
Rotovating. F-ree o.siimaios, 656-5671 
after Sp.m: u-h :
BINGO K OF P HALL, 8 p.m. every 
Thursday, Everybody welcome. i-tf
HANDYMAN • Painting. Lino, 












BUYING OR SELLING 
PFIOPERTY?
„ARD5HmK,., 
3.;’2y\Cvcs (if Beautiful 
“TidlTimbcrs" 
Goiui'i'biug 
3: Subdivided l.oG, 













BUS. 333-s)S35 , RES. FH'-3332
JUSTldSTKD
;$45.9d0' ■'
. dab:, Tocalion requivesiTythe 
marketing nt this ;i biMiwui tuil 
basement inunaeulale Sumu'yin 
first via,sS cundiUnn, While listing- 
d.uslwnn' tin' tire craekUHl mThe 
brick fueglaec as the snn shene 
tbrnugit U\e dining-i’v\ntVwind(.'U 
Tlu-re is aiugle eating area in a 
kitchen , filled with eugbeards 
I'here IS a 41'iece bath ui» and a 2 
' giece'"'down, ■ Downstairs: ■),$' >i 
tmmly Tncin nvUh ' that. “just 
; fimshed"'I'nok,,;-
, To view .jileiise call Neva Dennic 




Brand new. .Occupfuicy 
.August 1st T'udov style, ,! 
Bdrin liomc en suite, Stm 
deck, eliOvV'-e your vai is.'js and 
enUntrs Fxisting tnortgage 
m.iy bo a^^unlcd. I'a!! Ihinu 
\V(>(Hi, 3.V2. tt-tl (If 3:r2-2193 
BrtMitMiioti Pronortios 




USED FURNITURE, TV, 
APPLIANCES, TOOLS, 
MISCELLANEOUS.
CHECK OUR PRICES 
BEFORE YOU BUY OR 
SELL ANYTHING
WORK WANTED Tree, failing,, 
cement work, landscaping by hour or 
contract. Free estimates. Cali 334. 
9737,.,. 3341
I WISH TO EXPRESS MY sincere 
inanks to all who have been so kind to, 
remember me with beautiful cards, 
flowers and visits during mv recent
stay in hospital .......,v,rs, uMap'
Thomson, .•
GENEROUS REWARD FOR 
RETURN OF .Warn'iaovpxe yoar .eld 
iwotored maie tabby cat. snort tjv,ck 
tweeav .grey coat (vitn yiacS rings on 
, Lb SI ‘iVtvt,, ,29 in aoweroahS ■ 
.'..U'lv liOf, a'-ea. Please return •('.146 
n..'>we'’ban K .’.'I
WE WISH TO THANK a!l our fricruls 
tor tnt'ir Kindness, tio.wrs ana ca-'ds 
p* sVTT'If t'cVtiri& 'css 
of a dear husband and (a*he.'. Xtrs, 
Rutn Recknagle and tam-iv. 2.T-1
iN NORTH ARDMORE. bO'- S Mve J
StM'eo b-Ki> -.V'l'h D.aCK carrier
heviai' a. j,' ' ’. •
SIDNEY COMMUNITY ACTION, 9.’6$ 
F-hrst St.. 606-3013 or 656.1489 A free 
“c'ljnr.t'timo .and ccnsvitafion service 
for anyone reguir.rg imorn'.ifio.n a 
gu.aance witn regard *o, :.eg.ai 













UROCNTj NEEOeO FOR JULY Pt- 
Ahte tvvu beof-iH’.nv ''s'l-sri'O’- '.;-,''t,v,ie,
, w eterabiv' .-n 5,>anev, areaye.'i!' 5;<‘ach 
■abf.‘1 a n 'M> a n ,• y'' .ra«v*R s vs. b '■ r 
co(..;')ir.w!fh «\-(ei'en'- nHinenyey j;;'. 
iiU34;; ,!
FOR PUOMI’T FREE
ES VIM \ rESVHONE
ylmM'Tll.,-V '
VtUINO COUPLE. ■ 
children newt nouM*
Respansiitie Phone 477 3^
WITH 7
VI ' Ov b ev ,
d:-.. .-'D-i
.TWO BED.ROO.M HOUSE












WANTED, ttV $iNOl».y ftETlRSD 
OlINTLeMAN'., ^
.r'Sem.. prillfer.ACw twfhYi'evi 4nq 
»4par..»»e IrAlh jh S'Ch’PV'...Atf.7.-'.'Dav »
Ow'httt W'llt Do.rh'tfVh. giVtiS' l 
surva'. attoht'.un, to all cf'OafK 
. .fPHONE 656-4754 .
.fjr.
.11




Lbw itC't'v i'lu.6 ■ in iv,tvb.ful IH'vg
Ywe vu"V3. Hiii’iil'SvtSntg NVutt*;'
'LlWvL .3-I'HHtrusH'ii sivi s.u'p'.h.ninv m’
!Std«L\Yy .FfD-sliiy ■ .rvdt'vntHUvvi,
..ViH’ttrf. .Wt.' ChWT-. 'tn













* t Bvdrpwms 
'IPLtW.W ' ■ .
Quality hi,ttvii,> b.nt'vuv. ntil>' a 
vVvfTs >'<'ut4n cm, quiet cul dtv 
h.-K* VHTi'wumU'd by' l.trgv 
'U-nevd iui . 
by f!t;?cu !.t 7'.'
ttu-n.n. \H'k' \n b.rt>vmi'!i.s.
-l-ivig'rcKv.u ruvg.Uice.:' 
'.'Unittg tvv:h uiui '.uudcck uh
' v,n.-,i.hi. v.H.-h.'i"'
'v'.ti;h l-nutlv cu'-nng 'ncvsii 
4 ^vt' vnnhy f\ifh ''vipt hh.3 
..p.f cSvhvt spUft.'-.. ',
... tun'AU wt ■v;V'VvU'i?mc.ui. tew.
.-Uni': 'Kvivtti, ruughvd. in 
,.-;i'lwnbsn#i in b-us'cnvc-nt- 
, i.sHs., .l.uih, Mnev . .
v"wnr, and vww ns can >
106 ■4,W3,,nig'>'i -rfj j:.7>
*ANIT A«V (5A« ».AO« ' SIEHV i CE
Sidn* f C'lfa'h yj '; 4.jy..e(.'A 97"*. SkS j
t'GC 1: t*
sN YOU*! COINS V ^ r
A,.' .ji a jS», vei
i 1. ,\' y'i.y..4i'» $7 y-'t* f ■'?'?’ . CiV'tf>\.' i*- f*i* ,ije* .t y.'t ■ nrh.1
. 7'.: -(
BREHTWOOD \
MlRCANTlif 1 .'-,.-„GU'Gies,.. Rug .'U'ooi,.,
supffWMAHKirr ! y„ Batik Bemtls
Quafi'.y .M«i7tt Cut. AV»'at!‘0«ia,'y Brentwood Arts & Crafts
. for H.ohu’i Ftewx^.rfr',., 'nYlW.gaanich'Hoad".' ■'
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GREAT SIDNEY ROWING REVIEW 
WILL TAKE PLACE JULY 6 Accountants
R ules A nd R eguh tiom
By JOSHUA PERLMUTTER 
Marine Editor for The Sidney Review
Third Annual 
“Great Sidney Rowing 
Review
Saturday, July 6,1974 
Government Wharf 
foot of Beacon Avenue 
Sidney B.C.
Mailing address 




(two prizes to be awarded)
a) all shells, wherries and similar 
craft and all craft with sliding 
seats (regardless of length).
b) all other boats seventeen feet 
and over.
c) Canoes may be entered only in 
canoe^ race details to be an­
nounced pending meeting of 
judges.
Boats in this class will cover a 
six mile course from the Beacon 
Avenue Wharf around Coal 
Island and return. Starting time 
will be 11:00 a.m.
SEVENTEEN FOOT 
CLASS - (four prizes to be 
awarded)
Includes all craft over twelve feet 
in length and under seventeen. 
Prizes will be awarded to the 
leading entry in four sub-classes: 
a) Male entry with two or more 
crew.
b) Female entry with two or J 
more crew
c) Male entry with single crew
d) Female entry with single crew 
Boats in this class will cover a 
four mile course from the Beacon 
Avenue Wharf around Fernie 
Island and return. Starting time 
will be 10:30 a.m.
TWELVE FOOT CLASS - 
(four prizes to be awar­
ded)
Includes all craft over nine feet in 
length and under twelve. Prizes 
awarded in four sub-classes:
a) Male entry with two or more 
crew
b) Female entry with two or 
more crew
c) Male entry with single crew
d) Female entry with single 
crew.
Boats in this class will cover a 
three mile course from the 
Beacon Avenue Wharf around 
Ker Island and return. Starting 
time will be 10:00 a.m.
NINE FOOT CLASS 
(eight prizes to be 
awarded)
Includes all craft under nine feet 
in length. Prizes awarded in eight 
sub-classes:
a) One prize each to the leading 
male and female entrant twelve 
years of age and under.
b) One prize each to the leading 
male and female entrant 13-15 
years of age inclusive.











































































" The ; following : is ; the 
meteorological report for the week 
ending June 2 furnished by the 
Research Station, Sidney. 
Maximum Temp. (June 1) 64
Minimum Temp. (May 28) 41




Supplied by the Atmospheric 
Environment Service for the week 
ending June 2.
Maximum Temp, (May 31) 




WE BUY AND SELL EVERYTHING
Highest Cash Paid for Used Furniture 
Appliances Tools What lln VC You,








A great opportunity for any who have 11 n interest in truth ami 
Eekankar to see and hear
THE LIVING ECK MASTER
inPerson :




Art Show from 
Windsor Utley Seminar
Gladys Boas. Mar y Corneille, Nila Flifk, Wanda llult, Editli 
Jones, Bessie Snider, Lilian Rogers, Russ Potter, Peggy 
I,arson, Pat Liiehlnsky, Nancy Malerliy.
St John's Churcli Hall,
West Saanich Road 
limp .?nri ;9th
Sundays 1 p.m. • 5p.m. Weekdays Ua.rn. • 4p.m.
male and female entrant 16-59 
years of age inclusive, 
d) One prize each to the leading 
male and female entrant sixty 
years of age and over.
Boats in this class will cover a 
two mile course from the Beacon 
Avenue Wharf around Roberts 
Point beacon and return. Starting 
time will be 9:30 a.m.
Other Awards
Special prizes will be awarded to 
the oldest and youngest entrants 
to complete the course. Other 
special prizes may be awarded, 
as well, in cases where the judges 




In case of inclement weather, all 
classes will cover a two mile 
course from the Beacon Avenue 
Wharf to Bosun’s Marina (for­
merly Clark Brothers Marina). 
ENTRY FEES:
Entry fee is $2.00 per crew 
member, (i.e. entry fee for a boat 
with a helmsman and two oar 
smen would be $6.00). All crew 
members must sign the entry 
form and a parent or guardian 
must sign for entrants eighteen 
yeas of age and under. In case of 
cancellation of the event due to 
bad weather, refund of entry fees 
will be made on presentation of 
official receipts only. EARLY 
ENTRY IS RECOMMENDED - 
the total number of entries may 
be limited.
INSPECTION: ^
All craft must be presented for 
inspection and measurement no 
later than 8:30 a.m. July 6th,
■ 1974:^'y :
fmEGULAT^^
a) Mixed male and female crews 
will be considered male crews for 
prize giving proposes.
b) All classes are open only to 
boats propelled by OARS (and 
oarlocks), not by handheld 
paddles, except for designated 
canoe races. ,
c) All courses must be covered in 
a clock-wise direction.
d) In most cases, the age group of 
a crew of two or more (for the 
nine foot class) will be 
established by averaging the
ages of the crew members (see 
note below).
e) Government approved life 
jackets must be carried for each 
crew member.
f) The forward oarsman in each 
craft must wear the vessel’s 
entry number clearly displayed 
on his back.
g) With the exception of a 
helmsman, all crew members 
must power at least one oar, (i.e. 
spare crew members are not 
allowed). There is, however, no 
exception to the number of men 
or women that may pull a single 
oar.
h) Any craft which rams 
another, or resorts to use of 
cannon or other weapons of naval 
warfare in order to gain ad­
vantage, is subject to 
disqualification.
i) The use of whips to encourage 
crew members is frowned upon. 
NOTE: The judges reserve the 
right in all circumstances to 
arbitrarily deviate from the 
established rules, to freely in­
terpret the regulations, and to 
otherwise rule on matters per­
taining to the race in order to 
retain an inherent fairness in the 
event.
(contestants are reminded 
that winning is not the essence of 
the Great Sidney Rov/ing Review. 
It is intended, rather, to promote 
old-fashioned sportsmanship and 
physical fitness).
Elliott & Company 
Chartered Accountants
W.J.FXLIOTT.C..^. 
Beacon Shopping Plaza 









All Repairs-.Any .size Boat and 






Home and Office Cleaners 










Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
038-1412
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center
STULL’S T.V. 
CENTRE














Specializing in Hot Water 
Heating





Robert W. Roper, D.C.
2448 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney 656-4611
UPHOLSTERY
KEPAUIS RE COVERING 


















B ACK HOE WORK 
CAT WORK 
TRUCKING
“no job to large 
or too small”















Saanich Peninsula 4-H Beef 
Club member Theresa Le Maitre 
placed fifth in the Victorian Days 
Rocking Chair Marathon by 
rocking 93 hours She was 
sponsored by Woodwards Store.
The club’s stall and raffle in 
Simpson Sears’ spring bazaar 
April 19 was “quite successful” 
and the proceeds helped buy Club 
jackets for all members. - 
The club held a field day for 
their animals May 26 with tbree 
classes of showmanship and one 
judging class with help being 
given to the juniors.
P^.^buitendyk"
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 
Remodeling - Additions and Repairs. 
Reasonable rates-Free estimates
PHONE 656-4915
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
Con.struction; Renovations










,W.M. (Bill) BAART , 














PERU. & SOIL 
TESTING SERVICE 
land' percolation testing
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 
ITRACING ESCAPMENT OF EFFLUENTf 









Roofing — Repairs — 
Eavestroughs. Qualified 
Roofers — Budget Prices — 
Free Estimates 656-4369









2412 Beacon Avenue 
■ 656-2713'
FEELING GUILTY ABOUT THOSE 
OVERDUE BOOKS?
But loo poor to pay the fine? Now is your 
chance. From June 10 - 15 is AMNESTY WEEK 
at the Library. Return any library book to us. No 
fines and no questions asked!
SiL¥ii
.999 PURE SILVER BULLION
For Financial Growth And 
Protection From Inflation
F«»r information imill to
(‘anodlan Silver Marketing Uompany Ltd,

















Govornweni cortllled, technician 
with 35 years experience in Elec­











Al! types and Construction 












SPEC) ALIZIN3 IN WALL i 




; Scissors Sharpened 
Light Repair Work 

















Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Lino Work
OUALIIY WORKSMANSHIP 
FOR PEOPLE WHO CARE






PAPER AND VINYL W'ALI. 
COVERINGS
PAINIJNG CON’I’RAUTOIIS 
DRY WALL REPAIRS 
656-4387 PHONE 656-5673




Thousands of Shrubs — Trees— 
Bulbs and Plants.










2384 Beacon Phone 056-1313
GORDON UREN










ESQUIMAU- SAANICH NEW DEMOCRATS 
HAVE THE PROGRAM AND DRIVE, BUT
NEED..W0RKERS..C0NTRIBUTI0NS..Y0U!














H e(ta Irs ■ A milla nee Unitneel ions 
“No inh toosinaH" 
6.56-5601
FRED BEARD









CALI. n&P JANITORS 





YOUIl ONE STOP SHOP 
. FOR FOOD 
COIINKK McTAVIHII 
& EAST SAANICH HD. 
OPEN DAILY 9 A.M. - 8P.M 
65(l-4()fll
HUILO WITH BRICK 
AND BLOCK
IMASONRY & GENERAL ' 
, CONTRACTING
TBUMAN CONST. LTD.
COMIVIUNITY SERVICES INFORWiATION DIRECTORY
MM ne\ an tlSG- tftttl
6.W. PETERS"
386-3188 386-3189
.S|mnsored hv ICsqMlintiU-Saanleh NDP Hiding AdStoelallon
...................






Crisis Line (24 hours) 386-632.3 
Family Allownaet*, Old Age 
Setnirily and Guaranteed In- 
come Supplorrietil 388*3031 
Financial Assistance (Social
AHmennee nnd ‘‘tupplemenl (n
Old Age Security):
-Sidney, Central and North 
Saanich, Gull'Islands O.'MPSMl 
Adoption, Foster care, ('hlld 
Protection, Unmarried Par* 
ents>
382-5135Homemaker
I.andlord and Tenant Advisory 
Bureau IW-dlM
IrfgnlAfd ; Crtmina! '1g2-2tof; 
Meals on Wheels 856-2147
Saanich Mental Health Centre 
" 470..1(WW '■
Public Henllh tPre-natal, Well 
Baby, Imntnnlzalion arid V.D,
■ Central Saitnich and
.Saanich 382-5121








CUhlcs; .School Health Ser­
vices; Sanitation Snrvlco«; 
-;-i4>ldney ' ^ v6684188
:' ...~aange«" ^ y
; School DiBtrieis ■ ,
No, 8.3 • Rural S»»nleb, Onlral 
Saanich, North Saanich,
Sidney " ■ ' ■ ■tiM-mi
Services for the.Blderfy '3884268
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Sidney Yacht Makes Sneak 'Attack'On Anchored Warship
Wednesday, June 5, 1974
By JOSHUA PERLMUTTER 
Marine Editor for The Sidney Review
One of the last major sailing ship ^ 
attacks took place in tlie First 
World War when a German naval 
officer took a square rigged ship 
to sea as a decoy and sank 
numerous freighters. Though he 
was on ‘the other side’ of that 
war he became one of my 
tibyhood heroes.
Last week I had a chance to 
emulate his actions. My sailing 
vessel and I participated, at the 
invitation of a Sidney naval of­
ficer, in a full scale war games 
attack on the Canadian Navy.
Doctor Ian Buckingham, who 
in his off hours is a one of the few 
doctors qualified for underwater 
work in the Canadian navy said 
he thought it would assist his 
diving unit if a sailboat could 
transport frogmen to within 
striking distance of their
Vietnam operating with specially 
trained five-man patrols doing 
long range reconnaissance. “It 
was good training,” he said in
CAPTAIN BRUCE WALLIS of 
the Australian Army had served 
in Vietnam.
LEADING ' SEAMAN STEVE 
DUFFY of the Naden diving unit 
is an expert frogman. '
designated targets. In this case 
the Canadian Naval Ship 
PROVIDER, anchored off Albert 
Head, was to have simulated 
Limpet mines attached to her 
bottom/
The mines he said, had 
magnets inserted in them, which.
speaking of that time. “We never 
lost a man in our own unit.”
Leading Seaman Steve Duffy, a 
member of the Naden based 
diving team was the second 
member of the attack team who 
was to be placed aboard the 
thirty foot POWINDAH. Both 
men were equipped with 
numerous Limpet mines and 
pure oxygen breathing apparatus 
from which no air bubbles could 
escape and thus alert the 
‘enemy’.
On Friday morning w'e sailed 
from Victoria’s Inner Harbour, 
our upper decks graced with 
three young ladies, numerous 
empty beer bottles. Petty Officer 
Ouellette and Leading Seaman 
Ken Keith came aboard to assist 
in getting the divers ready for the 
attack. Both wore civilian 
clothes. : ■
Under sail the boat picked up a 
light Easterly breeze outside the 
harbour. Dow’n below the two 
divers were preparing the gear: 
donning wet suits, strapping on a
dirk each; hooking up Limpet 
mines and checking their 
breathing apparatus.
Within twenty minutes an 
American helicopter par­
ticipating in the exercise made 
its first sweep over our boat. The 
three ladies giggled and waved at 
the pilot. He went away.
“It’s working!” said Ouellette. 
Closer sailed thePowindah, her 
target now only a mile distant. 
Suddenly a patrol cutter began lo 
close in on us. The men aboard 
her were armed. “We’re coming 
aboard,” said the officer. Each of 
the sailors with him held rifles al 
the ready.
Our two divers were hidden in 
the foc’sle of the sailboat. 
“You’re welcome,” 1 said. "I’m 
afraid we have nothing left to 
offer you except coffee. My crew 
drank all the beer.”
The girl in the bikini waved an 
empty beer bottle aloft, grinning. 
“So sorry”.
The officer suddenly seemed to 
accept our story. “Just keep 
away from those war ships,” he 
said. “This is a naval exercise.” 
He declined to board us.
A freighter, anchored ahead of 
PROVIDER, our target, 
provided cover as both our divers 
slipped over the side. They set­
tled in alongside the keel, holding 
onto a stout line which kept them 
in position. Again the helicopter 
made another swoop. This time 
coming within 100 yards.
A second patrol boat had set off 
from PROVIDER. Men aboard 
the ship began running along her 
upper deck. A klaxon sounded. 
“Action stations” came over the 
loud speaker.
“What do you people think 
you’re doing,” shouted an officer 
frorn the ship’s bow.
“Sailing”, said the girl in the 
bikini “Can’t you see.”
At this precise moment the 
attack team made its move. A
unit of divers also swam under 
PROVIDER from the opposite 
side placing mines down the 
length of her hull. In war time the 
555-foot long ship with its com­
plement of 171 men would have 
gone up in little pieces, for part of 
her cargo contained aircraft fuel.
“Count von Luckner would 
have been proud of us,” I chor­
tled to Ouellettt.
“Perhaps”, he said, “But in a 
war they would have riddled your 
boat into a sieve before you ever 
,lot her as close as you did.”
FRESH SOOKE OYSTERS
IHE HEAL J. J. JQ
111 V2P!NT 1HEALTH FOOD PIHT
A PATROL BOAT, all of her men armed ‘to the teeth’ comes alongside. (Review photo)
I , , ...»f^
- ■ ■■ ■ sw. ■
ll
CREWMEMBERS ABOARD the supply ship them minutes later Limpet mines were placed on 
PROVIDER cast a wairy eye through binoculars at the underwater hull section of the ship. (Review 
the approach of a small sailing vessel. Unknown to photo). : /
THE SIDNEY YACHT POWINDAH under sail before her attack run on PROVIDER near Albert
'Jlchd,;. ' V V,.;'.4,'.'" '■
when placed against Ihe hull, 
stayed in place;
“All you have to do," ho said,
“l8 sail up to PROVIDER and let 
Uic divers place the mines;"
In his enthUHlasm for the task 
Buckingham neglected to 
montion U)ut the 'enemy' would 
also bo on the offensive. “Of 
course they'll have (holr own 
ship's dlvora and things", ho 
said, “But all you have to do is 
sail your boiit up into the an- 
chored fleet and your men will do 
the md. It's a piece of cake'',
Whitt would the Count have 
done I wondered. What tactics 
would Uiat deep sea sailor have 
employed to sink HMCS 
PROVIDER in her Alljerl Head 
roadstead?
Petty Officer Andy Ouellelte,
Itirnself a meml»er of the diving 
unit, came up with some of the 
■ answers. '
“We net)d women on deck," Ite 
snld. “Sailor* go nul« when they 
seo'wftmen on u ship, We can sail 
through the fleet with women 
lying arou»)d the decks of ywjr 
boat In bikini's, 
f.""0nc4cr 'the; tUtach .diver/;,'
Auttiralian Army Captain Bruen 
Wallii* merving with the United 
' Stales SEAL .divers tm' an ..ex 
(".change'" pregram' had an idea "of 
hli mvn: “Put Jots of beer bottles 
out around i lw deck. Make it loolc 
like you're, having a parly,"
Wallf# had spent a year tn
The best ihiiui about TDCiish-llowktitns is how you feci 
when you go in to get one. C'alm. tor one ihinii,
Wiilioui that sinking leelirig yon used io get when yon were asking 
for a loan. Thai’s because T!) C’ashdlow loans put the cinphasis 
wliere it should be, On the money sou earn or your “cash-lhAv" 
(Ifyou Itave the money to handle the payments, you preily well 
f : knowNOli’rcgood fora Cu.sh”now loan.)
And !ieie\*m imp»'nanl point irvou'tcc.uninglbra rLimily, 
TD Cash-llow IoeUi,'. ,ueTully hrcdusuicd, itl no 0x11*1 
Viorrowon wmr cashd'low and feel good 
, . l'fccau,>c \ uit catned it.
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